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after an aggressive campaign by
its opponents. Both sides of the
measure react to the results of
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In Sacramento, Gov. Pete
Wilson issues an emergency
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executive order allowing polls to
stay open late in Soncmagee
counties.
Election results on page 9.
Monica Wilicoxen, an HSU speech
communication
senior, was one of 244

people who voted at Arcata City Hall iast

eae

ewe

night. There were 1,088 people regiatered
to vote at the precinct. Approximately33
percent of the eligible voters statewide
turned out for the election.

tiem

among HSU students with
relatives and friends in the

The leader of Halloweentown
hatches a plan to try out jolly Saint
Nick's job in Tim Burton's stopmotion animated-fantasy, “The
Nightmare Before Christmas.”
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Southern California fires. cause
confusion and apprehension
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_ Californians overwhelmingly
defeated all but two of the
propositions yesterday.
In Humboldt-County, voters did not pass a single initiative,
including Measure S.
Proposition 174, the school

=

Voters soundly defeat five of seven propositions
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Voucher initiative fails
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@ Reese Bullen Gallery
the artifacts
of the
Cahuilla tribe through Nov. 20. Page 4

@ An HSU graduate student returns from his trek to
Somalia where he helped to increase the drinkable water

supply there. Page 5.
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@ When cells go bad — New technologies
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@ Slick flick— Tim Burton's picture ee
to deliver low-brow humor. Page 21
@ The Ballet Florida will
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and Jullet,”
the classic romance at Van Duzer Friday. Page 23.
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@ The men’s cross country team finishes first at the
_ conference championships. Page 25.
@ Clean sweep — Conference
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@ Not just a lot of hot air — Why the Santa Ana winds are
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Firestorm has students worried forHall wasn’table
families
to get in contact with

said she could see the flamesintheIrvine
the fires raging in Southern California
hills from my house. She
last week she did not give them a second
said the sky was bright ,.
thought.
;
se tae
afternoon, the psychol“Each
time we talked,”
freshman learned - flames had
alroodty bein partsof Laguna Beach, a she said, “the situation
comneentiy located 40 cates
southeast of kept getting worse and
worse.”
Los Angeles in Orange County.
The Southern CaliforBy nightfall, she heard that Laguna
Beach wasinruinsand
the fire was spread- -nia fires that began early
Wednesday morning have caused anesing to the neighboring hills of Irvine —
timated $17.25 million in damage, acBlack’s hometown.
toa report released Friday bythe
“I tried
to call my mom, but all of the cording
National Weather Service.
lines were busy,” she said.
Officials have estimated 118,000 acres
“There was no way to getin touch with _
have been
them. I felt helpless. It made me realize and more than 800 structures

VenturaCounty,346 from
nied
and 537 from
County, sccbethe to

HSU’s Office.of Admis-

sions and Records.
Manyof these students
first heard about
the fires
from news
rts.
Nathan
aphysics
freshman, was walking
through the
on Wednesday when
hesawa televised report of the fire whipping ¢through his hometown of Laguna

ae
ae
Coun

stroyed by

lara aeaninaier fe
t were
or

fron Hall shoseec
homedid not

any

%
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About 145 HSU students are from

fires.

Ys
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“She told me what had happened.She

that evening.

When Jennifer Black first heard about

burning one mile from his home.

h

—
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only one of many HSU stu-

dents who were raised in the communities that have been devastated by the

«

“A lot of our’

homes burned

down,” he said:
When Remus Thorsen, a Spanish ~~

ior, learned that his own hometownof
Altadena was burning
from the fires,he
oa
euy
i

mom

t

t

have

witermceaied?
aie
“The fire d
t came
to my
neighborhood... and put my family on
evacuation alert.”
He said his family was never evacu-

“Isaw that ae where
I played ball
”
he
said.
asa kid wason

Me

By Erin Waldner

Black is

how small I am,” she said.
Black finally talked to her mother later

“1 was worried,” he said. “I didn’t
even know where the fire was.”
When Hall’s mother called him on
Saturday, she told him the fire had been

ee
ht a
ee

fears continue to rise.

his family. Like all residents
of Laguna

Beach, they had been evacuated.

eta

The fires have burned parts of Los
Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego
and Ventura counties.

a
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serfig ora

™@ More than 1,000 HSU students are from counties
affected by last week's fires and with fires still going

x

»
)

See Students,
page 8
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Southland fires
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The fires that spread across

Southern California last week destro ed

about 730 homes from the Los
to the Mexico border. Fires in

m”a ieay oeCy tp
peg
as,
in Ange

‘

Laguna, ae:

Bees

NC

- Beach
area

Caan Riverside

sey@ firesAnpimmeln
ns lin

ese nal Weather
leather Service
xpects the winds o get worse today and
ng the still existing ires to blazeup
ix of the fifteen fires have been contained
;
including the fire that ravaged Orange County.
hela

nana

SanC

SOURCE: The San Francisco Chronicle
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Fires likely to cause future mudslides
INSIDE

@ The Southern California fires may be
the cause for premature eronion: and
eventually mudslides.

By Virginie Long __

FIREFIGHTERS: Brel
E:

addr

fluence the regions vegetation.

Wut the los of vegeta

by
_Homeowners 8
Southern Californie wildfires
about another
inet —

be accelerated movement of de-

,an HSU forestry

new to Southern California,”
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muchdamageas
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eee:
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show
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.
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protection

designed to prevent

GEYSERVILLE: Firefighters

aaeaaatate

since the 1800s.”
fires

whe

are not they start, but with the construc“These kinds of fires

cogniare le
will in- Sibley said. “Peop
the fires
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a 11

ed Sone

Santa Rosa.
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life, culture
of Cahuilla
@ Photographs, basketry and pottery of
the Cahuilla tribe are on display in the
Reese Bullen Gallery through Nov. 20.

PuaeR
RoE
Many

don’t realize the

’ tribulations
of the Native Ameri-

cans throughout history.
theirart,
oat dance,
da sana
an ae
look at the life of the Cahuilla
Native American people in an
exhibit in Reese Bullen Gallery.
“Cahuilla Voices: We Are Still
Here,”
explores the’celebration
of the
traditional arts and skills
of the Cahuilla people, who live
in the California San Bernadino.

Valley desert.
This touring exhibit, which
ted at the University of
ifornia
at Riverside,
explores
the major facets of the life and
culture of the Cahuilla Indians.
Itreveals
the history of the people

through photographs, pottery,

jeinipaneelaineliens

All of the
have been
collected
for more than a two-

year
and come from difSe
w SomeoftheCahullarts such
as pottery, are no longer practiced. Basket
‘continues
to evolve as it draws on other
Native American styles.

»

a

“This is an excellent exhibi-

tion,” said Pat Fisher, an HSU
alumnus. “This is part of
California’s history.”
Cahuilla people, who have
helped put the exhibition together, wanted to show the art
and photographs that tell the
of their culture.
e idea of the exhibition is
to portray the graphic idea of
what it is like to lose your land
and be shuttled about the territories,” said art Professor Martin
Morgan.
Many of the photos show children in military-type
schools established in order to remove
from

their cultural

sur-

roundings and
replace their native |
with English. Today, the Cahuilla are continuing
the struggle to retain their lanfor future generations.
ey had their lives rearranged by Spaniards and other
European settlers, and many
tribes didn’t survive that,” Morgan said. “They
are proud of that

included in the exhibit is

videotape

showing

the

ga
andshows ancingrorne.toelah
dancig atataa gathering
ha t
ho’
renee. bry
vived.
The exhibition of their life =
t together

(Sow dia Cehuinn porta
ple eany
something about menses
saidKatherine Warren,
the curator of the UC Riverside gallery
in a telephone interview.
Moreover, this presentation
gives
a view of a still vital culture.

“1 think it’s a wonderful exhibition,” said Katherine Kasten,
an art junior. “There isa lot of
soul in these pictures.”
While many museums a
galleries show sacred objects
artifacts, the Cahuilla2 people
decided not to include
this exhibit. This is in regard for
theCahuilla religious beliefs and
also to
the hope that sacred objects will not be treated in
a secular manner in the future.
“Thisisa deliberate statement
and the Cahuilla don’t want their
sacred objects passed throughout different places,” Martin

said.
The showcase is through Nov.
20. Reese Bullen Gallery is open,
free of charge, Tuesday through
Friday from 11a.m.to4p.m.and
from 10a.m. to3p.m. Saturdays.
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Your beacon of truth in a dark and
stormy world
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activity
other
Bulldings, thecontaining
activity
is focused

o

and that’s what they are show-

Careful to preserve their own
traditions and culture, modern
matetialsare
into the baskets
with the
use of indigenous materials and
traditional

-them

© Continued from page 3

fires as quickly as possible.
Sibley
said much of the native vegetation is allowed to
grow so that when fire does
occur it is more severe.
“There is a greater level of
severity when a fire occurs
than it might of had if we had
regularly “aoa
i fires.” Sibley sai
ost fires are hoa
caused, despite the educational strategies the forest service uses to prevent them.
The forest service uses
strategies that are mostly

When wild vegetation isal-_
lowed to grow next fo structures built on slopes, fires can

be fueled by

d winds

that can overwhelm
the structure
in flames.

na

want to live in a

environment ... they

themselves
to fire haz” Sibley said.
With these fires, Sibley said

epee

ae andcas te
esr

eae se

sn

He said this would mean
loo!

at natural

For example, one of the
service's strategies is to cut
brush and wildland back
from structuresinan at empt
to reduce the intensity of a
possible fire.
Sibley said this is the best
wayto prevent these kinds of
fires. It is designed to reduce
the size and intensity of the
fire and damage caused by
the fire.
“People still build in
fuel areas in wildland. Tee
protection willonly go so far.
People need to be careful under dry conditions. Communities need to be fire safe,”
Sibley said.
Southern

California has

some of the most flammable
vegetation arid’ most ‘critical
fire conditions in the United
States, especially with the
eastern drying winds, also
called Santa Ana winds.
Fire movesat such extreme
rates of speed and overwhelms whatever lies in its

their homes. Along
with the
structures burned during the
fires, acres of wildland were
destroyed.
“The post fire effects have
to be considered as well as
post fire rehabilitation practices,” Sibley said.
Sie
will look at
possible

ing attempts

cel sinaned
a ese

accelerated erosion.
‘ es
at these
res, you're not
at nd feeae afer,
what’'the pot
ete

might be a a pro

‘Tackle Shop & Guide Service
The largest selection of all types of fishing gear and

accessories
on the Northcoast.
Salt & freshwater tackle
eRod blanks & building components
Fly fishing tackle & Accessories Rod & reel repair
oF ly tying tools & materials
World-wide
fishing adventures

| ere

oFly tying classes
Books, T-shirts,
videos & more

ar et ‘at Sonn 6 Cocteadionet Herken Col. rivers
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Corrt somes Beate Ss Coen

of the

removal of the vegetative cover,” Sibley said.
“A
Sibley said fires are a very
natural environmental factor
and can help shape the characteristics of the land
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On Wednesday, a
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woman

Giant parking lot.

The notes were written

@ On Thursday at 11:30
p.m. the UPD received a
call that someone was acting violently on the Cy-

wn.

Peter John Sousa of Cypress Hall was arrestedon

The

thins studentin

international
development technology recently. returned from

the town of

Luugh, Somalia

(about 250 kilometers northwest
u) where
he worked

for the International Rescue
Committee creating drinking
Man

involved

projects he organized

digging sallow

wells

the well

he wanted

monetary co; pensation. The
man was
, but in orderto
proceed with the project
Schroeder
came to an agreement
with the man and village elders

\

ing Sauipdbts skp theeesctoae
a recipe
for an endless
of
os agp md but said
is
alternative.
Toward the end of his stay,
Schroeder tried a different tac= oe
the tools to com-

a eenlitinden Motedon
to

done d
this time.
In spite of these drawbacks,

Schroeder calls aggressive depen dency.

Schroeder was pleased with

clans controlled the villages in
which Schroeder worked.
“It’s a system that is incredibly complex and difficult for us
to understand,” Schroeder said
of the clan hierarchy.
.
The population of Lu
led during the five mon
tripled during the fve mon
establishment of relief centers

actually creates

by at-

tracting the traditionally no-

cularly the
some old wells

madic people. They don’t feel a
national ora village loyalty, but

“We brought safe drinking

See Somalia, page 8

Schroeder said because of relief efforts from several organi-

oe

zations based in the town the

store the water.

people aren’t starving, but they

said.
Village elders from dominant

aren

to hire him as a watchman.

The incident illustrates what

tinuation of relief projects, he

pein to

teen
s stra

rg

and the installation of tanks to
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identify with the clan they be-

Start at $35.95

fferent

ae~
Sats |
a

ing too much alcohol.
No
further information was

+. available. @ On Saturdayat 12:30
a.m. the UPD was called to
Sunset Hall to break up a
fight. ao
they arrived, the
fight was over
and one of the fighters
had
left.
A Sunset: Hall resident
said he and an intoxicated
man had fought off camThe man then came
to Sunset
Hall where th
fight resumed. No ee

were given.

GUTS

Sheek of 00.08

1c ne

vs

ta

Hospi-

tal after apparently drink-

eS

gotiating with a, Somalian
worker was one of-the experiwondering Why nih
ts
renee
y in the
Ista

“altered waters.

The man who turned a gun on
Schroeder said he caught tuberculosis from working
on one of

reap

Rei

River

TS

George

Schroeder
spent at gunpoint ne-

would
Bi

@ Saturday
at 4:30 a.m. a
Sunset Hall resident was
taken by ambulance
to Mad

ne

' The,; half. hour

access to

are dependent upon relief food
water right to peoples’ houses,”
commodities.
he said.
Payment
is demanded for any
Schroeder
said the relief effort
tasks done by the villagers, from also been effective
in
improvi
secretarial work to digging _the infrastructure and the
=
economy But it is a short term
d the people who
recovery, d
ent
on the con-

vandalism.
He was booked
and released by the UPD and or_ dered to appear in court.

St

nated with human and animal
waste, to

y
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a misdemeanor charge of

Fears, frustrations plague student in Somalia
@ HSU graduate student George
Schroeder went to Somalia to provide
safe drinking water for villagers there.

a

and said “Ha
Ha Fire
Fire.”
The call wastraced
to the
Forbes Complex and five
youths were contacted by
the UPD.

i

@ On Thursday at 845
.m. someone called the

ee

in nature.
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and weresexual
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Touring exhibit explores

Effects
© Continued
from page 3

life, culture of Cahuilla
@ Photographs, basketry and pottery of

and that’s what they are show-

the Cahuilla tribe are on display in the
Reese Bullen Gallery through Nov. 20.

"Si included in the exhibitis

eee
————
ex eT
Many people don’t realize the

ae,
cans
history
Through
their art, photos,
and dance, students can ‘ars
look at the life of the Cahuilla
Native American
in an
exhibit in Reese Bullen Gallery.
“Cahuilla Voices:
We Are Still
Here,”
explores thecelebration
of the
traditional arts and skills
of the Cahuilla people, who live
in the California
San Bernadino.

Valley desert.
This touring exhibit, which
ted at the University of
rnia at Riverside,
explores
the major facets of the life and
culture of the Cahuilla Indians.

Itreveals the

through

ph

of thepeople

peers od marin

phs,

aes

pottery,

tn

Careful to preserve their own
traditions and culture, modern
matetialsare
incorporated
into the baskets
with the
use of indigenous materials and
traditional
“This is an excellent exhibi-

tion,” said Pat Fisher, an HSU
alumnus. “This is part of
California’s history.”
Cahuilla people, who have
helped put the exhibition together, wanted to show the art
and photographs that tell the
of their culture.
e idea of the exhibition is
to portray the graphic idea of
what it is like to lose your land
and beshuttled about
the territories,” said art Professor Martin
Morgan.
Many of the photos show children in military-type
schools established in order to remove
‘them

All of the
have been
collected for more than a two-

year
and come from different places to form the collection.

Some of the Cahuilla
arts, such

as pottery, are no longer practiced. Basket:
-continues
to evolve as it draws on other

Native American styles.

at |

from

their cultural surlace their naroundings and

tive |
English. Today, the Cahuil
are continuing
the struggle to retain their lanfor future generations.
ey had their liv
lives rearranged by Spaniards and other
European
settlers, and many
tribes didn’t survive that,” Morgan said. “They are proud of that

mao selchly
06 possltle®

ex-

put

to

allow the Cah

be found by

fires can

ture
in flames.

le want to live in a
tive vegetation is allowed to
environment
... they
grow so that when fire does
themselves
to fire hazoccur it is more severe.
s,” Sibley said.
“There is a greater level of
Oa
severity when a fire occurs can uae
legislation
and
a
powcled
hed weekend
aoe will most likely be esregularly or
lished so
won’tput
ing fires,” Sibley said)
themselves people wo
kinds of
ost fires are human
caused, despite the educa- situations.
He said this would mean
tional strategies the forestserlooking
at natural hazards
vice uses to prevent them.
The forest service uses and adapting cultural im=
based upon fire
strategies that are mostly

sinus hour taaic cakicetanbarvived.
The exhibition of ae

isal-

thatcan overwhelm the struc-

n Shtey nid teachPorthe
ean.

a videotape showing the
Cahuilla’s ceremonial singing
and dancing at a gathering that

periences was

When wild

lowed to grow next to struc-

tion of roads, homes and
caida,
pyr ethos gen the activity

ple
to say

something about themselves,

saidKatherine Warren, the curator of the UC Riverside gallery
in a telephone interview.
Moreover, this presentation
gives
a view of a still vital cul-

proactive.
For example, one of the
service's strategies is to cut

ture.

“1 think it’s a wonderful exhibition,” said Katherine Kasten,
an art junior. “There is a lot of
soul in these pictures.”
While many museums se
galleries show sacred objects
artifacts, the Cahuillarie
decided not to include
this exhibit. This is in regardfo

brush and wildland back
from structuresinan attempt
to reduce the intensity of a
possible fire.
Sibley said this is the best
way to prevent these kindsof
fires. It is designed to reduce
the size and intensity of the
fire and damage caused by
the fire.
“People still build in high
fuel areas in wildland. Fire
protection will only go so far.
People need to be careful under dry conditions. Communities need to be fire safe,”
Sibley said.
Southern California has

theCahuilla religious beliefs sia

also to
the hope that sacred objects will notbe treated in
a secular manner in the future.
“Thisis adeliberate statement
and the Cahuilladon’t wanttheir
sacred objects passed throughout different places,” Martin
said.
The showcase is through Nov.
20. Reese Bullen Gallery is open,
freeof charge, Tuesday throtigh
Friday from 11 a.m. we
m.and
from 10a.m. to3 p.m. Saturdays.

some of the most flammable

utiori ‘arid’ most ‘critical
fire conditions in the United
States, especially with the
eastern drying winds, also
called Santa Ana winds.
Fire moves atsuch extreme
rates of speed and over-

Lhe Lumberjack:

whelms whatever lies in its

Your beacon of truth in a dark and

The city ordinances have

venting See
citizens
to remove mostof the

flammable

tion close to

their homes. Along

with the

structures burned during the
fires, acres of wildland were
destroyed.

“The post fire effects have

to be considered as well as

post fire rehabilitation practices,” Sibley said.
ae
possible

wen

ing

will look at
attempts
to

the ape ee:

of other processes to

pe

5 minimize the thects ce

accelerated erosion.

“So when you look at these
fires, you're
not only
at the immediate effect, but,

what the potential ‘effect’
might be as a result of the

removal

of the

cover,” Sibley

Sibley said

itive

said.

fires are a very

natural environmental factor

and can help shape

the char-

acteristics of the land.

stormy world
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The notes were written

in Spanish
and were sexual

Peter John Sousa of Cy-

a misdemeanor charge of
vandalism.

Fears, frustrations plague student iin Somalia

The
eae

uate student in
_s
t tech-

came toan

with the man and village elders
to hire him as a watchman.

t

The incident illustrates what

for the International Rescue

Comanliee
a

drinking

“Ne projects
ake
he organized
ee

pendency.
Schroeder
said because of re-

lief efforts from several organi-

zations based in the town the

people aren’t starving, but they

the

—_said.

said this strategy of paying people to help themselvesis
dependency, but sid
ely
dency, but said
alternative.

eldersfromdominant
clans controlled the villages in
which Schroeder worked.
“It’s a system that is incredibly complexand difficult for us

—
Saturda
“
cea eet eee
taken

byambulance
to Mad

@ On Saturday at 12:30
a.m. the UPD was called to
Sunset Hall to break up a

done during
this time.

establishment of relief centers

said he and an intoxicated

actually creates villages by attracting the traditionally nomadic people. They don’t feel a

man had fought
off camThe man then came
into Sunset Hall where the

tation of some old wells _ national ora village loyalty, but

identify with the clan they be-

“We brought safe drinking

fightresumed. No citations

were given.

See Somalia, page8
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further information was

|. available.

fight. By the time they arrived, the fight was over
and one of the fighters had
left.
A Sunset Hall resident

and the installation of tanks to
store the water.

aad

River
Hoapital after apparently drink
ing too much aloohol. No

end tie padcot hic,
to understand,” Schroeder said
Schroeder
tried a different tac- of the clan hierarchy.
tic,
the tools to comThe population of Lu
h
plete jobs,
t refusing to pay
led during the five mon
people todothem. No work was
oeder was there. He said the
In spite of these drawbacks,
Schroeder was pleased with
oars pene
cularly the

a

leased by the UPD endcaelor.

eA

ODI

Sima

the well projects,
—
compensation. The
, but in orderto
nanan with the project

and

economy But it is a short term
recovery, dependent on thecon_tinuation of relief projects, he

the well,” Schroeder said.

ground-filtered waters.
The man who turned a gun on

worker was one of-the experieae
ts
w
y in the

the infrastructure

| -

cn

nated with human and animal

Schroeder
spent at gunpoint negotiating with a. Somalian

secretarial work to digging

wells,
“We paid the people who
would benefit from the well to

waste, to gain access to purer

hour George.

les’ houses,”

:

‘ The,shalf.

to

commodities.
me
Paymentisdemandedforany § Schroedersaid therelief effort
tasks done by thevvillagers,from also been effective
in
improv

near the Juba River, contami-

By Amy Gittelsohn

water right

aa

@ HSU graduate student George
Schroeder went to Somalia to provide
safe drinking water for villagers there.

are dependent upon relief food
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@ On Thursday at 11:30
p.m. the UPD received a
call that someone
was acting violently on the Cylawn.

——.

eee

the UPD.

el el rar

Fire.”
The call was traced
to the
Forbes Complex and five
youths were contacted by

gs

@ On Thursday at 8:45
.m. someone called the
and said “Ha Ha Fire

Mgt

Pee

in nature.
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@ On Wednesday, a

woman reported someone
_ had left two notes in three
days on her car in the Jolly
Giant parking lot.
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Marcos Cortez, a theater senior,
and Colleen Case, a theater and
anthropology senior, are members
ofa theater group calied the Theater
Lemmings, above. “it gives us a
opportunity to try out new things
and come up with ideas,” said
Cortez. Anthony Macons,
a theater
senior, right, said the group meets
twice a week to create different
acts. The Lemmings
are carted
away, far right, as the act ends. “No
one knows when or where the
Theater Lemmings may strike,”
said Jenn Sanders,
a theater junior
and member of the group.

PHOTOS BY FRANK MINA

University President Alistair
~McCrone,
members of the Ex| ecutive Committee,
the chair of
the Faculty Senate, the

Ors Lee DLO ab ts

Sa getneal foatthy
tod Anco.

ciated

ts President Jason

Kirkpatri ck will be availableat
the meeting
for questions.

Peace Corps dinner

to be held tonight

The Peace Corps will hold a

HSU’s first town m

will

usually focus on specific
topics
but the Nov. 11 m
ea
leave the floor
open wae
sues students,
faculty or staff
may want
to raise.

will be facilitated
by David McMurray, directorof
Psychological Services. The
will be held Nov. 41
from 3:

to 5 p.m. in Goodwin

potluck dinner today from 6 to 9
p.m. forall students interestedin

volunteering
for the program.
The Peace Corps recruiters
Stuart Moran and Martha

Hunkins tabled in the Art Quad

from Monday to today and oftered a fron bafordnational worka. wate

yesterday in

BOMBACHAS
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the legs, snug at the ankles.
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Representatives What is

from the Lumberjack
Days Committee
and Associated
Students will be

present to answer
questions.
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A fireman fights one of the fires in Southern California on a news broadcast in the Depot

eG

as Adam Wright, a Spanish senior, and Tina Schwennicke, a socidlogy major, listen to hear
any new information about the fires that started last week.
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Students: Fears for friends’ safety
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_pjack from smoke.”

said, adding that the fires
were burning about three
not been al
were contained, Pysz’s family
miles from her home.
Many students’ families drove through Laguna Beach.
Now that most of the fires
were not directly affected by
“They said it was burnt everyhave been contained, many
the fires, but had a birds-eye where,” he said.“It was torched.
students who have families
view.
There were just chimneys standthat were affected by the fires
English junior Dana
Pyszis ing.”
believe the worst part of the
from Dana Point, a soe
Amy Wildman,a liberal stud- disaster wasbeing away from
nity that borders Laguna _ ies sophomore, is from Thoutheir homes.
Beach.
sand Oaks, a Los Angeles comBlack said. “I had to keep
“My momtoldmethatthey munity that has also
damtelling myself thatI’muphere, .
could see the glow of the fire aged by the fires.
' there’s nothing that I can do.
in the mountains,” he said. | “My dad said the fires were
“Now I want to go and see
“During the day, the sky was_ close, but not that close,” she for myself what happened.”
ated and their

property has

Once the Orange County

fires

Somalia: Aid still needed in region—
¢ Continued from page 5
long to, he said.
As a result, some who really

need help are not getting it.
Elders in
of
distribution of foods are not interested in
feeding those outside their clan,

sometimes selling food given to
them to distribute.
So, there are still pockets of
malnutrition, even in vill

oe double what they neil to
feed everyone.
But Schroeder sees no way to
get around the present system.

eOnly 3 blocks from H.S.U.

Free Cable T.V.
°1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments

ePald water and trash

eSome units have pald utilities

laundry facilities

ee

Off Food When You Bring in This Ad ;

eFurnished & Unfurnished
eMacintosh & IBM typing lab
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ae
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ne

by

relief efforts, and if those are
Ss
the situation would revert
back to one of mass starvation, he said.

APARTMENTS

Variety of Affordable rental plans

g 10%

dent on the food provided

HUMBOLDT GREEN

eRecreation room and

additional Parking on 7th Street Entrance

In spite of his pessimism,
Schroeder thinks the aid should
continue. The
leared
-

:

EDITOR
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Theschool voucher initiative was overwhelmingly defeated last night in Humboldt County and fared only alittle better
statewide.
The most hotly-contested issue on the

fessor, has been

Es

ge

os

ode aaa

Jow-rent hoveing projets.

Oe 2 100: ec
m1

the initiative.

student’s education (now $2,600) to be

ence in the vote.

ante

CTA helped to spear-head a campaign
that saw over $10 million spent to defeat
CTA was joined in its opposition of
Proposition 174 by the League of Women

school of the parent’s choice.
Opponents of the proposition, includ_ ing the California Teachers Association,
_ labeled the proposition discriminatory.
Steve Wilson, single-subjects representative of the HSU chapter of the Student
California Teachers Association said efforts on parts of the CTA made the differ-

m1

., Propositions

wealthy counterparts.

ballot, only 25.4 percent of county residents voted for Proposition 174 compared
to 30.3 percentage statewide.
State figures are based on 97.8 percent
of the precincts reporting. Final statistics
are expected later today.
The ballot measure would have
amended the state Constitution to allow
one-half of the cost of a California
_ redeemed in the form of voucher to the

Yes No

o>

Voters, President Clinton, State Treasurer

Kathleen Brown and Gov. Pete Wilson.
Proponents of Proposition 174 said it
would give parents greater control over
where they send their children to school.
Ron Ross, an investment advisor in
Eureka and former HSU economic proan advocate

for the

voucher system for about 25 years.
He said he wasn’t surprised the initiative failed.
“The opposition used a lot of scare
tactics that didn’t have any basis in reality,” Ross said.

He said its opponents, specifically the
California Teachers Association, “used a
lot of scare tactics that didn’t have any
basis in reality.”

“We got the word out to the public,”

“Eventually people are going to get

tive Analyst, the voucher program would
tired of the iron-grip of the CTA.”
have saved the state between $800 milHe said claims that almost anybody
could start schools in order to obtain
lion and $1 billion depending how many
students used the voucher.
voucher monies was exaggerated.
_—
Ross blamed the defeat of the voucher
Ross, who has two children in private
schools, also said that supporters have | initiative partially on the money spent by
told him that they will try again in 1996 to
the proposition’s opponents.
pass a statewide ballot measure.
In Sacramento
There are about 15 private schools in
Gov. Pete Wilson yesterday issued an
Humboldt County, holding close to 1,500 emergency executive order for polls to
students. Tuition at these schools start at stay open late in counties affected by the
about $2,000 per academic year, while
fires.
some private and parochial schools in
A total of19 precincts were evacuated
California can cost up to $10,000.
because they were either destroyed or
© According to the report of the Legisla- threatened by the fires.

Advocates say breast cancer cure could.
be found if research got constant funding

‘

President Clinton made a
pledge last month to mobilize
more government resources to-

ward breast cancer research and
testing — a pledge which many
agree is long overdue.
Lack of funds has slowed the
battle. Promising research oportunities have been missed
use the federal government
is not spending enough money
on breast cancer research, the
chairwoman of the presidential
Special Commission on Breast
Cancer announced last week.
Sylvia Jutila, executive director of the American Cancer Society in Eureka, said the government has been slow in funding
breast cancer research because
there had been no public pressure to do so until recently.
“Women have sat back a long
time trusting the government

Breast cancer research advo-

' cates learned from the.example
set by AIDS activists that “the
government responds to whoever makes the _
mostnoise,”
she F=
said.
“More
fF
money is given

to AIDS research.
We
don’t begrudge
AIDS research,
but we know
what causes AIDS and how to
revent it. We don’t know for
reast cancer.”

A cure for breast cancer could
be found within the next 10 years
if constant funding were put toward research,said Fred Wacker,

cancer registrar for the Redwood

Regional
Cancer Program. Many

private ba, esky scien are close
to a cure,

but funding has not

been consistent.

During
the

a 1991 campaign by
C, breast cancer re-

searchadvocates
sent more than
600,000 letters to key members
of Congress.
President Bush
did not ac#4 knowledge the
140,000 letters
he received at
the
White
House.
Attheconclusion of a reception to acknowledge the coalition’s efforts to
push for more funding of breast
cancer research, the president
signed into law a Congressional
resolution which proclaimed
Oct. 19 “National Mammoaphy Day.” .
Os eoskeion is of great importance because “it makes the
statement that mammograms
are one of the best trends of early

Cancer Society still recommends
women ages 40 to 50 get annual
mammograms, Jutila said. Re-

search indicates every two years
is not enough.
Emphasis on more frequent
breast exams and mammograms
at an earlier age for women has
resulted in earlier detection and
treatment of breast cancer,
Wacker said. “The number (of

COMFORTING:
Mad River
hospital makes mammography less nerve-wracking
with its soothing decor and

confident staff.

Page 12

NUMBERS: How
Humboldt Counry breast

cancer victims) is going up, but — cancer rates compare to the
the mortality
rate is going down”
_ State.
Page 13 ©
“The government needs to | WHY?: What causes breast
work with private insurance
cancer in some and not in
companies because most don’t
cover routine breast exams and

others?

Page 17

eS

s

press release from the American Cancer Society.

who can’t afford to pay for the
exams, “thatis why wearecatching it so late.”
A total of 218 breast cancer
cases were reported in Humboldt County between 1988 and
1990. Sixty of those cases resulted
in death.
About 2 million women are
expected to be diagnosed with
breast cancer
the end of
the decade and 460,000 will die
nationwide, theChroniclestated.

a

U

cer research,” Jutila said.

Clinton said government
spending on breast cancer research will increase 44 percent,
from $208 million to almost $300
million, according to an article
in the San Francisco Chronicle
last week.
His health care plan would
cover women for breast exams
every three years from ages 20 to
39and every two yearsfrom
40 to 64. They would get
mammograms every two years
after age 50.
Despite this, the American

patients have tu put out $35 to
$70,” Wacker said. For women

ae ae a

was doing what it could for can-

By Brandye Alexander

a presentation of 2.8 millicn
signatures gathered by the National Breast Cancer Coalition
petitioning the president to develop a strategy to eradicate
breast cancer, according to a

detection ... and we need to do
something about it,” Jutila said.

ee

encouraged as the government pledges
more money for testing.

Clinton's pledge came after

er

@ Breast cancer research activists are

t
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By Dirk Rabdau

Wilson said.”It wassomething we aimed
for and accomplished.”
Wilson said the ballot measure was
flawed from the start because it could
not guarantee equal access to private
schools for all those wishing to make use
of the voucher.
Instead, he said the initiative favored
the rich because their children had the
greatest access to private schools. He
said students in poor neighborhoods
devoid of private schools would not have
the same opportunity of their more

BB

@ Election results show
the county and state in
accordance with not
wanting the majority of
the propositions to pass.
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Voters throughout state negative at polls
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PHOTOS BY TERI CARNICELLITHE LUMBERJACK

Costumed creatures of all kinds haunted downtown
Arcata on Halloween weekend, filling the Plaza —
and the bars — to capacity.
Top left, whether you're a zombie or a crossdresser, or just Fred and Wilma Flinstone out for a stroll, you’re one of the crowd. Above, Gary Weiner

. from The Pretenders, who put on the Haunted

House on the Plaza, poses with flim star “The

Creature,” one of the company’s props.

The line to get into the Haunted House stretched the
full length of the block between the Plaza Grill and
People’s Records, left, on the night of Halloween.
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Into the danger zone
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called us up and wanted our nig
rightaway. We were on the roa
three-man crew when
Wednesday,
in less than an hour,” he said.
it needs help.
along with Cap“That’s the
The three men joined a strike
tain .
Tod
trade-off,” Ryan team at the California DepartRaddish
and
said. “It’s a ment of Forestry station in
By Teri Carnicelli
firefighter Karl
pretty
good
Howard Forest and proceeded
COMMUNITY
EDITOR. ~——SSSSSSS
Churchwell... south. One of the stations they
deal.”
Last week’s Southern CaliforThe Eureka
Ryan said the were sent to was in Cyprus, lonia fires saw crews from all over
Fire Department
crew for the cated in Orange County.
housesan
Office
Their job was to man the stathe state, including Humboldt
OES engine is
of
En
County, racing to battle the
Emergency Services engine, determined bya sign-up list that tion and be on call while the
blazes.
which are loaned to smaller derotates periodically. Ryan, other crews were away.
“People came from all over, ‘ partments by the state. The sta- . Raddish and Churchwell had
“We wanted to goto work real
tionscan
use the OES engine in a just put their names on the list bad,” Ryan said. “We wanted to
like Sacramento and San Fran-help homeowners if we could,
local emergency, and in excisco and Napa,” said Jim Ryan,
Oct. 26.

south to aid in the
battle of the blazes.

Ryan

was

sent south

last

gineanda

but the fire went so fast, they
couldn’t place bodies ahead of it

fast enough.”

The Eureka teamalso manned
stations iri LagunaBeach.
“We were right there where
the fire had been the morni
before,” Ryan said, “It was
black — both sides
of the road,
the structures and back in the
hills.
“It’s all dry brush,
so when it
burns it burns pretty complete,”
he said.
The crew’s final destination

a
ae

“The next morning the state

See Danger, page 13

@ CDF firefighters

27 to fight the fire, which was thought to

battling flames in

downed power line, Kincaid said.
Equipped with an engine, ladder, hose
and 500 gallons of water, the firefighters
arrived to find a ranch hand attempting
to put out flames that engulfed a summer

ei et

They love their job because every day is different |

i
ee

ready to head south.

i ce

Sonoma County were

ee

have been started by a spark from a

ranch home on Hawkeye Ranch, he said.

By Brandye Alexander
LUMBERJACK.STAFF

of the California Department of Forestry
and Fire Protection unit in Santa Rosa.
“Wego into burning buildings when evels® }S' rtffirtifig’<'"' sms

out.”

;

Seasonal firefighter
Chris Kincaid of the

&
BB

=

Healdsberg Fire Depart-

ment agrees.
“1 do it for~ the §
adrenalin,” hesaid.“Ilike §
it (firefighting) because
every day is different. You’re not behind
a desk or doing the same routine. You

never know what you'll do every day.”
After more than 24 hours of battling a
blaze in Geyserville, which blackened
800 acres and destroyed a $450,000 home,
the firefighters were ready to do it again.
“We’re hoping to go to Los Angeles
County,” Kincaid said Thursday night,
as he, Powers

and

another firefighter

patrolled a canyon in the rural town,
located 70 miles north of Santa Rosa, to
make sure “hot spots” — small isolated
flames — would not re-ignite the blaze.
The trio, among the first firefighters on
the scene, was dispatched at 1 a.m. Oct.

sonal firefighter Linda Snort of the .
esos 3e~s =~ “Cazadero Fire Depart?
ment. “It was hairy
watching it race up that
hill,” Short said, pvinting to the steep canyon.
Short represents a
growing trend of women

in the firefighting business.
Although Short is the only woman at

the Cazadero department on Highway 1
near Monterey, CDF is working toward
hiring more women,

she said. CDF is

now comprised of almost 50. percent
women statewide.
Despite its efforts to eliminate the gender gap, the department is downstaffed
for the winter because of seasonal layoffs, Kincaid said. Most units have only
one fighter per engine, which increases
the workload for everyone.
Authorities have been forced to re-open
the fire season in the northern third of the
state.
The Hawkeye Blaze and fires that

S&S

“It takes a special breed of person to do
what we do,” said Engineer Miles Powers

ee el

water on it” because of erratic winds,
rough terrain and the size of the blaze.
A team of five engines had the fire
contained by 5 p.m., Kincaid said.
The “Hawkeve Blaze,” as it was later
called, was the “first major fire” for sea-

Not just anyone can be a firefighter.

eryohe

i

The fighters decided to “spread out and
surround the fire instead of squirting

i

Department.

change the state can ask for the
station's assistance with the en-

ee

an engineer for the Eureka Fire

ce

i Firefighters travel

er hae
:
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The country watches closely as Southern California burns

ae

wie

a

HEATHER BOLING/THE LUMBERJACK

California Department of Forestry reserves Miles Powers, left, an engineer from

Santa Rosa, Chris Kincaid from the Healdsberg Fire Department and Linda
Short from the Cazadero Fire Department take a break after more than 24 hours
of battling flames in Sonoma County last week.
burned hundreds of thousands of acres

in Southern California are taking a toll on
firefighters. Gov. Pete Wilson has de_clared a state of emergency in five counties.

Firefighters who normally work four
days and have three days off have been
put on 24-hour alert until further notice,
said Short, who hadn't slept in more than
two days. “We can’t go home for-nothing.”

Six hand crews helped ease the burden

:

on the CDF workers in Geyserville.
The crews consist of a supervisor, cor-

rections officer and 15 to 20 inmates —
most convicted felons with light penalties for crimes such as drug offenses and
traffic violations, mee. said.
Hand crews perform the “grunt work”
in a fire fight, which includes setting
backfires and cutting v:
tion to prevent further spread of fires, Kincaid said.
“When they show up we smile and say,
‘get to work.’”
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New technology makes saving lives easier
@ A mammogram
can find what a

vious technology because it tits

self-exam can’t.

nipulation by the technician. The

to a woman’s body to get more

tissue on film, requiring less malong source-to-image difference
means the sharpest image pos-

By Devanie Anderson

A visitor to the mauve and
wicker-decorated

room may at first be reminded
ofa quaint Victorian sitting area.
But the setting is Mad River
Community

Hospital and

the

roomis amammography lab. The
careful decorating is meant to relax the patient and the state-ofthe-art mammography machine
is meant to help save her life.
A mammogram, an x-ray of

Previte said the machine can

get “an inch or two more breast

on the film,” and thus provide a
better chance of detecting ab-

normalities.
“You can find an abnormality
in a breast on this machine the
size of a.grain of rice,” Previte

said. This is 10 times smaller
than a lump a woman can feel
during self-exams, which
Previte said are still essential.
Marian

Nelson,

the breast, can be used to detect

hospital’s

tumors or other abnormalities

mammography

before they can
be felt.
At Mad River

hospital

mastectomv five vears ago.
“Once you have that, youknow
how important itis,” she said.

“So many people think (breast

sible in mammography.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

mint-green

scriber fur the nuspital’s x-ray
department, hasa mammogram
each vear since she had a

in

Arcata, radiologists are able to
use the most advanced mamm.- |
ography techniques witha machine installed
this summer.
“We were within the first 10
machines installed in the whole
country,” said Domenic Previte,
supervisor of radiological ser-

vices at the hospital.
He said the Bennett Contour

System, which cost less than
$100,000, works better than pre-

five

one

of the

licensed

cancer) won't happen to them,”

Goodenough said.
Goodenough, 56, discovered
the lump herself. She has no family history of breast cancer.
“Ifit goes too long, then it’s too
late,” Goodenough said. “I was
one of the lucky ones.”
Previte said many doctors rec-

ommend a mammogram by age
30 if there is a family history of
breast cancer, and a baseline

exam at 35 or 40 if there is no
such history.

technologists,

While Previte said, “We want

said women are

tosee asmany women as possible
having mammograms,” the hospital only takes doctors’ referrals

occasionally
nervous when
they come in for
an exam, but
only about two
percent
feel

pain during the
mammogram.
Nelson said the machine compresses the breast “as much as

(the patient) can stand” to get as
much tissue on film as possible,

lessening radiation and delivering a clearer image.
“It's an intimate exam. You
have to become one with the

machine,” she said.
Larada Goodenough, a tran-

inorder to assure follow-up treatment will be provided.
Previte said

a mammogram

at MRCH is priced low at $50 for
the first one, including the
radiologist’s reading, “to try to
encourage people to get started
having them.”

A radiologist checks the film
while the woman is still in the
hospital.
“Tf (the radiologist) needsanything extra, we do it while she’s

here,” Previte said. “Their physician will have the report al-

most always the next day.”

DEVANIE ANDERSON/THE LUMBERJACK

Mammography specialist Marian Nelson and a hospital
employee show how the new Bennett Contour System works.

"93 Text Books
ee

All text books for the Fall Semester are being
shipped back beginning November 10"!
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Breast cancer rates in county consistent with state”

By John Coxford
CUMBERJACK STAFF

cerahead of lung cancer, withan

58.2 per 110,000 males and fe-

males. Humboldt Cony had a
rate of 58.8.

Projected 1993 Statistics from

the rest of the state,”

caren

Wacker, cancer registrar at St.

available, but

the number
of Humboldt
County
“breast cancer

_inall cancers.
“We have an
older popula- |
tion,” Wacker
said. “We have a lot of people
migrating up here and they’re
bringing cancer with them.” ~

at 85.

For the 198890
period

there

were

218 cases, 60

of which resulted in death.

The number of California

cases.”

ing diagnosed withit,itappears

© Wacker denied alink between

on statistics that it happened
here. But we

cancer rates and pulp mill activity.

cancer

soon see a rise

He said people should not be

alarmed by what may bea

sharp

increase in county cancer cases.

“A lotof people are not aware

ages, we will see more cancer

ing up here and a year later be-

know that the

Wacker said the
county
may

cases

“Our numbers are not ea

sively high; we Sau

Statistics for the 1990-93 period are not yet

theCalifornia
TumorRegis-

try estimate

Breast cancer rates in
Humboldt County areconsistent
with the state, but the county may see a rise in all types of
cancer in the next few years, according to a local cancer registrar.

estimated 19,520 cases.

§ “When youhavepeoplemov-

was
inthem

<

“I think a lot of

le have

been trying to testify that the
pulp mills have Stain

-| when they came

cancer,” he said. “We've Sains

tor of the American Cancer Soci-

“It is so difficult to measure

from another
area.”
Sylvia Jutila,
executive direc-

able to prove that
t at all.”
Jutila also said
has been
no proof that pulp mill emissions cause cancer.

ety in Eureka, agreed that the thatt
of thing,”
ype
shesaid. “We
older population is making an | know there
isa good correlation

impact on cancer statistics.

between cancer incidents and

high older populations,” she

But this has to do with the

“Most small counties have

said. “It could well
be that when

ple who work in

pulp mai

_not the chemicals.”

Danger: Eureka firefighters were on call while south
° Continued from page 11
was the Los Angeles County
fire headquarters.
“I imagine there were about
30 engines there all together
parked in a long line,” Ryan
said.
The crew from Eureka remained on standby for the duration of the trip, returning
at 7 a.m. Sunday after waiting for an assignment for four

days.
you have too many, oh well.”
“If you’re not there within
Crews from the California
the first 10 hours you don’t
Department of Forestry were
have much of a chance of getalso sent to fight the southern
a into it,” Ryan said.
fires.
io was philosophical about
According to Ron Samuelson,
the lack of action and said it was _ fire captain at the CDF Emerbetter to have too many crews
gency Command Center in
withextrasonstandbythannot
Fortuna, two engines were sent
enough crews.
from the center to join a strike
“If you wait too long withteam, totalling five engines, in
out personnel getting notified,
Mendocino County.
you’re in trouble,” he said. “If
The team made its way south

to join the thousands of
firefighters struggling with
wide-spread blazes and unpredictable winds.
Individuals were also sent,
SS naan or
to two
sin enturaCounty
separate
and five people to battle firesi in
San Diego County.
Samuelson

said more

than

90 people

were sent south from

the CDF

station, with the ma-

jority travelling in strike teams)

Each strike team carried 17 inmates, making 68 total, plus 12
additional personnel, such as
the strike team leaders.
Of the people sent south by
the CDF, Samuelson said only
three have returned so far. The
majority, he said, are still on
standby.
“They’re waiting to see what
the wind does... before they
‘ Start turning things
. Samuelson said.

oe ems

rates will increase.

state had a breast cancer rate of

that would put this type ofcan-

people retire they look to small
counties. But as this population

ee

county

tistics for 1988-90 show that the

that cancer is a slow-growing:
disease,” he said.

“2s &

anticipates

breast cancer cases for 1993 has
been projected at 19,825,afigure

ae

registrar in Eureka

Joseph Hospital in Eureka.
California Cancer Registry sta-

a

yj A cancer
beat

loose,”

4
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Historical society gives peek into Arcata’s past
House opened less

than two years ago
with donations.
By Amy

Gittelsohn —

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Buried in the walls and the
floorboards of oneof Arcata’soldest houses are reminders of the
town’s past.

Members of the Historical Sites
Society
of Arcata have undertaken
the task of setting up as a museum a two-story house on the

corner of Union and 7th streets,
which was built by William E.

Phillips in the early 1850's.
The museum is open, although
society members
are still in the oe
cess of restoring the house to

demonstrate its Greek Revival architectural design and the lifestyles
of its residents over the years.

“The history
of this house spans

Some rooms have been repainted, but Buffington said the
goal is
Only
wood
of the

not just to fix the house up.
in areas where there was
rot have original elements
house been removed. The

many layers of paint and wallpaper were left intact.
Since the objective is to reveal

the re rather than cover it up, in
some P aces paint or drywall applied by residents has been removed to show the wall decorations used by their predecessors.
In one room, a small piece of
drywall has been cut away to show
newsprint from 1858, which people
used for insulation in that time.
Buffington notes that the past
owner chose pictures, not text, so
the newsprint served a decorative as well as practical purpose.
Most of the antique furnishingsin the housewere bequeathed
to the society by Ruth Horel
Caskey, who grew up in Arcata.
Society member Edith Stokes used

the furniture, which ranged in
period from the 1880's to the
1890's, to arrange the parlor, the

the history
of Arcata,” said Kaaren

Buffington, the society’s president.
The society leases the house,

dining room and the bedrooms.

owned by the City of Arcata since
1981, for $1 a year. Work began
on the house less than two years
ago, with donations from thecity,

styling’ in that period,” she said.
Society members also design
exhibits of Arcata history, the lat-

the Humboldt Area Foundation,

the National Trust for Historic
Preservation and proceeds from
fundraisers by society members.

ee
ee ee

@ The Phillips

“My objective was to keep ev-

AMY GITTELSOHN/THE LUMBERJACK

Kaaren Buffington, president of the Historical Site Society of Arcata, tours the kitchen in the
Phillips House, complete with authentic period mannequin “Justine.”
lived in the house

points in its history.

at various

est being a collection of Arcata
High School memorabilia dating

True Hoyle, a member of the
society whose family owned the

back 99 years.
An exhibit in the making is a
_presentation of the people who

house at one time, does much of
the historical investigation work
to ensure exhibits and furnish-

ings in it are realistic.
Since it was a farm house for a
working dairy for most of its existence, one of Hoyle’s goals is to find
furnishings for the kitchen a real
farm house would have had. Most
of whatis in there now would have

been too expensive, she said.

The Phillips House, staffed by
volunteer docents, is open on
Sundays from noon to 4 p.m. By
appointment, large groups may
come on weekdays. For more information, call 822-4722.

Considering
the paper is due
tomorrow, aren't
you glad
were open til midnight
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Costco gets the go-ahead from Eureka
Some anticipate

Jack Selvage, a local en

neer
ar hirer E y Costco, outlined plans for
additional traffic signs meant to offset
_. increased traffic congestion caused by
the store, several residents have expressed
concern.

groundbreaking for the
new store occurring as
early as next month.

_.

By Amy Glttelsohn
A major competitorin the

mar-

dous displants in the business commu-

Evergreen Auto Supply.
But Councilman ih Worthen said the
majority of Eurekans seem to want the
store,

"Pitas dataneiiiinmade
thecl
»costs become toohigh, butin
that case the city would not have to
pay
for any of the corporation’s costs,

ee

lacement doesn’t consider

Be

the

idtdbcheccs dibe-suauethe athorsean

ket is coming to the area as roe as next he said.
year.
- Eurekastore ownersareconcerned with
Costco WholesaleCorp., which

effects on their businesses as well as traf-

with rival Price Co. last month, struck a'

"$3 million deal Oct. 27 for vacant property in Eureka.
The Eureka City Council unanimously
approved a financial agreemen ¢ and an
initial environmental stud
y for a 122,500square-foot Costco wholesale store to be
constructed on W. Wabash Avenue.

oem

|

is a mess,” said Jack Frank, a consultant

for Costco.
Thecompany
intends to restore the contaminated soil on the site purchased from
the Eureka Redevelopment Agency by
excavating, treating and replacing it.
The uncertainty
of the exact extent of
the contamination was taken into consideration in the financial agreement
approved by the council.
we
ment requires the city subf of the cleanup cost
— up to
| $500,000 from the $3 million property

Mark Anderson of Schmidbaver Lum-

ment in: locating
a major retail outlet
teen a dump and sawn

UCUNMBERIACK STAFF

Another issue in the sale was the condition of the former firefighter training
site, whichis contaminated with gas and
diesel from previous uses.
“In anutshell, environmentally the site

fic conditions.

“Costco is going tocause some tremen-

wy

said Craige McKnight, owner of

3 HUTCHIN'S

the property were to sell to another party
within two years.

Some of the benefits to the city from the
purchase include $150,000 from the sale

going toward a nei/ Eureka Fire Department training site, as well as $7 million
ted from theconstruction with the
purchase of building supplies and engiservices.

Price Beco =
eo upon
a
store
willemploy120 people,

full-time positions; entry level

wage will be approximately $8.27 per

fund
eee eta ens
use tax revenue in the first five

Flemming com-

menting about the sale, said, “We're taking acontaminated piece of land, making
it worthwhile and eee

tax rolls.”
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By Pat ae

abound as to the origin of the name of these
winds.
Some believe the name is derived from a Native
American word for “devil winds.” There is no historical
evidence for this. Other people believe the devil winds’
name may have originally been Santanas, which is
for Satan.
One legend attributes the name to the clouds of dust
that Genéral Santa Anna’s Armies kicked up as they
rode
the desert. This over looks the fact that
Santa Anna’s armies never rode through California.
Most agree the winds’ name come from the fact that
the winds blow down on Los Angles from the Santa Ana

“There was a desert wind
Santa Ana winds like those that have been fanning
Southern California infernos are caused by a combina-

tion of high and low

The process that creates Santa Ana winds starts when
a high pressure system forms over the great basin in

Utah and Nevada.

Occasionally, the
winds form over the
North Coast region.
In conjunction with
this
pressure, a
low

pressur

Gti over treMen

Winds
from the high pressure

blowing that night. It was
one of those hot, dry Santa
Anas that comes down —
through the mountain
passes and curls your hair
and makes your nerves
°

os

~~ JUMp-and your skin itch.

can border.

flow down onto

mountains.
“Same

”

of winds blow in Canada and Alaska.

They’re called Chinoo
Ruch said. ks,”
“In Norway these

winds are called Foehn winds.”

RAYMOND CHANDLER

= Author Raymond Chandler described the Santa Anas

the Santa Ana, Calif. based Ruch’s Weather Service Inc.
This process occurs up to three times as the winds
shadow effect that forms the desert.
drop from the Sierra Nevada to the Pacific Ocean.
These winds recom
This compression causes a
winds
typically have speeds around 35 to 45
build up of heat. The winds are further compressed by _ miles per hour,”
Ruch said, “But wind
canbeas
the venturi effect.
high as 70 miles per hour.” He also said that the humid“When the wind is funneled thr
canyons and
_iityd
Santa Anas drops as low as 5 percent.

“There was a desert wind blowing that night. It was
one of those hot, dry Santa Anas that comes down
through the mountain
passes and curls
your hair and
makes your nerves jump and your skin itch.
On nights
like that, every booze
ends in a fight. Meek, little
wives feel the edge of a asphing fomee and study their
husband’s neck.
can
happen... .”
This passage portrays the popular notion that Santa
Anas make people crazy, but psychologists and
police

your th

Santa Ana winds.

the low

system and are turned out toward the

Author
of “Red Wind” _ in his short story “Red Wind.”

sea. These winds must first climb up over the mountains.
as they climb and lose any
The winds decom

moisture that might

manne

ute

in them in a reverse of the rain—

8 le seenpconed. bie

an.

over the end of a hose,” said Paul

of

Depending

hotor cold.

on the season, these winds can be either say there is no documented rise in crime rates

during

Breast cancer

Better nutrition adds pieces to puzzle

@ Hormones, diet and
genetics may contribute
to the second leading

diet and genetics
could all play a role in
the disease’s
P ,
For example,
Frisch said researchis

that breast cancer seems to be
sensitive to the number of years between
when a woman starts menstruating
and
use.

cause of cancer deaths
among U.S. women.

Today,
earlier

Ripe

Sy Srsen Cou!
Women take note — your hormones
cqeme be baating ron. So cows Yona
history,

or
Hy
isk cantx i ae waa
cause of cancer deaths
women in this nation, the causes

the disease are still rela

that number is greater than in
tions.

‘unknown.

aie hecivastowhy wlan

are beginning to menstruate
at an earlier
age is they have better nutritional habits
and better overall health.
“Therefore, better nutrition might establish a hormonal environment that in
the

run could be damaging
to the

Seen
On the other hand, some researchers
that a
diet can increase
the

of all cancers, including
breast can-

Dr. Lawrence Frisch,
chief of
staff at HSU’s Student Health Center,

cer.

for breast cancer, certain

role and a

said while there is no definite

¢

have

led some researchers
to think hormones,

-

Frisch said

is known
to play a
of breast cancer in a

woman's family can increase her chances

of developing the capeee“Those
are pieces of the puzzle,
but the
whole puzzle hasn’t been put together

clearly,” Frisch

or 2 pennant’
ation.
ith a biopsy, the physician removes
gest 8 adh & Oe tale sod ae
fee

;

cancer, while a fine-

The causes of “Better nutrition might

breast

cancer

needle

uses
ses

iration

very
aa very

t thin

needle to remove a

might oil be un- establish a hormonal

small amount of fluid

a woman nding. environment thatin

~“oOnea woman is

t

nosed

with

e

e

the

to test.

diagnosed with

can-

disease, doctors the long run could be

greene has several

ee

it’s not pg

least

Donna.

damaging

Ray breast.

Iverson, director

of St.

to the

"The decision mak-

DR. LAWRENCE FRISCH ing is a collaboration

Joseph Chief of Staff HSU Student Health Center between the physi-

‘s Breast

and Cervical Cancer Control

P

cian and the patient.”

A woman diagnosed with cancer has

mammogram
and
the
phason
Ss:
“Tas
teat
ioaiiniennion,
cots
found a
eed
next step
e

may be an

and then a biopsy

Abie
ma
po
ie ng ae

,

See Cancer, page 20
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Migraines

Sufferers use brain to head off pain

@ Tired of letting head-

aueghave said
sanipubl
some othe,

aches hoid their lives for
ramsom, victims are

einercaane

bing use
on

ses

nthe quod inte tor nage

fighting for control.

tht

bing

i)

ere

off an attack.
The
wake

a

wpe

wut a

ead

Gr toe:

headache are based ona sequence of

events believed
to cause it.
Biochemical factors

Although the brain dove not fil pale,

p oe ie
taevone
Frisch, medical chief

a ache,ncnconfined

Br aia) of staff at the Student

Morgan

to one side of the head, is known
for its
Pics

ight end ting
ou nature.
t and sound makeit worse,
ibernation is an effect of the

soc

on chronic sufferers, known as

“The short term effects
are the pain and
the withdrawal from day to day living,”
said John Morgan, chairman of HSU’s

psychology department. “This sets a pattern for interpersonal relationships.”

attack can cause a

Ndi
since

Blood is le
where.

at the pep
ah
vision
Of iad _
or
often
precedes a
blown attack.
These signs
make many
migraine pa-

luramater—

to result from
changastn thls vencular byttenn which out
off the pain receptors.
In

to stress, chemicals
in the

specie
receptors the “Aight
or fight™
response.
braind

d temperature

head of a migraine sufferer.
_ They measure increases or decreases in
Trond bensere one tt: rat
Te going
aon
"he
also includes lessons in
relaxation =
eee

sieatonstoreeenreh”

takes1b to 12 er

go 0

iy ccnmrhnnet axtaibomsoureumebbarse

receptors,as does

distended
a migraine

——
Meanwhile,
the fingertips may be down
A migraine

ema

Sea

apnaanarn

Biofeedback
The flow of blood
vessels in the head

ying! ithavemany

a

+

pulsating pain across the cortex

“Instead of allowing the

pharmaceutical house to
control them, you train

them in techniques by
which they can control
themselves.”

sions
for students
to learn to decrease their fore-

head

_ture.

tempera-

_— is in resemnisios
vascular
nr changes
without

pment
being
able to exand

JOHN MORGAN ecute relaxation
Chairman, HSU Psychology Department

It is believed that an inappropriately tients responexaggeratedor prolonged dilation of the © sive to treatvessels stimulates the
receptors —
—_ with a technique called biofeedon the
.
ae
said.
Frisch said the migraine
pain tends to
Since 1968 Morgan has studied the techset in after, rather than during stressful
nique, by which people can learn to take
times.
control of certain body functions.
Recent studies indicate the disturbance
For migraineurs the
e is to reusually occurs on one side of the brain.
duce
d temperature. In doing this
Sometimes the vessels fluctuate from dithey will have constricted the vessels.
lation to constriction.
Thermodes — electrodes sensitive to
The fluctuation may flow in a wave of temperature
— are attached
to the fore-

under

normal

tions.
hes maptintcriventen try: sos

tant to any treatment.

condi-

aoa

Biofeedback
is ef-

fective only when initiated before a miee
ose who experiencea sas ae yh
are most successful in
ing off an
attack, said Richard Kandus, who has a
biofeedback
service in Arcata.

i paaiate ripe

Sensitivities, personalities may trigger: headaches
By Amy Gittelsohn
STAFF

Researchers have a pretty
good idea of the vascular disturbance that makes a migtaine headache, but they

aren’t quite sure what triggers the disturbance.
John Mo
chair
of the
ol
epartment, said
ies edetniine if a particular personality type

makes one prone to migraines
are contradictory.
Why one
will react to
stress with a migraine headache,
while another gets high blood
pressure and another gets ulcers
is still unclear, he said.
It may be hereditary. Some
data suppo: rtstheconclusionthat
a soees is born with a genetic
in a certain
area, Morpotigoe
yom
apposed

Rss Re
R

.

oe

eee

«Low cost

.

foods liable to cause migraines ©

inasmall
tage of the population include those tenderized
with monosodium glutamate
(often in Chinese foods), red

wines and hot dogs and sausages containing nitrites.

A reaction by a person sensitive to these foods typically occurs within 45 minutes, he said.
Missing meals can also bring
on a migraine.

Many women who suffer migraines
are cyclical around menstruation, having the headache
in the week before or during their

period.

All

So many possible contributing circumstances have
been
described
that
migraineurs sometimes com-

plain anything could trigger
a migraine.
It all seems to indicate that

any treatment which starts
with awareness b

of what happens

2316 Harrison
Awe.,
Eureka

headaches
hit will be the most
effective.

Natural

in thick all-cotton
terry that is
unbleached, undyed, and

¢ Family Planning

¢ Counseling for men-women-children
e Family Medicine
fee based on sliding scale, insurange or Medi-Cal
785

tients

re the

tiption birth control supplies

enti AIDS/HIV testing

© Low cost

total answer, he said.
The migraine could result from
a behavioral pattern that sets in
in childhood.
coun pavers are sensitive to
emicals used in foods.
ee example, Morgan said

18th Street

“JUST OVER THE FOOTBRIDGE”
ee
M-F 8ain to Spm
». 822-2481

1031 HSt. Arcata
822-3450
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PG&E, activists split over atomic storage
li Power company

is changed at one time.
the
third
the sschedtines

and environment-

were

da

to an noncorro-

to-eye on nuke fuel.

sive
alloy.
“That’s why you hear ‘the
dirtiest plant in the country’

By Ray Larsen
and Dirk
Rabdas
‘

“Was it dirty by
$ standards? —I wil say yen. was

alists don’t see eye-

tossed around,”

SCIENCE EDITOR AND EDITOR IN CHIEF

—

When PG&E’s Humboldt Bay
nuclear reactor was shut down

in 1976, it left the Eureka plant’
holding a very hot bag.

Thecompany
must now maintain

what we need now.”
Pianning for nightmares
When faced with
ona
pool of potentially
deadly radioactive waste, the plant engineers
theorized worst-case scenarios

talking

is a concrete

liner that is

a

about what could happen to the

fuel

spent fuel boos

pool which
with a steel
26 feet and 26

eep,” PG&E
Humboldt Bay Plant Manager
to

36

feet

The assemblies are about 6foot-tall and have
de

fuel rods. The rodsarealso
6-feet-]
P

about

and are massed 49

inetfaddeenitnelinenttin

cause of major

when

—
1

;

The original assemblies were
constructed with stainless steel

which corroded once the plant
was in

ation. .

One third of the total fuel core

what could

happen if an

col-

eae

which
are constantly
with a circulating
pool of

water.

looked into

the nany

the containment building and knocked
the fuel from

Peter
said.
There are 390 fuel assemblies

in the

in the mid-1970s
as the
reactor
in the nation. ~
“One of the weakest
points in
the design was the materials
terials were not the best — they

pool that
ouses the
radiated fuel
_used in the
reactor.
“We're

spent

So.
in fact that it was
named by “Science” 1

used,” he said. “A lot of the ma-

a con-

tainment

about

said.

engineers came

a

up wi

an individual mala ania 4s be
———————

Thesecontainersare
filled with
material.
“We took the fuel out of of the
rack and
eg.
wee

sl oy,” A Rigney Sai said. it sub“The esa will

10% DISCOUNT

Keeping cool

Rigney said although
cracks

in the containment
pool's liner
have been found, resulting
in a

loss of one-tenth of a 2

Redwood Alliance office coordinator
gr oup located on the Plaza in
Arcata, called Rigney’s explanation untrue.

Michael Welch, office coordinator
of Redwood Alliance, said
inevent ofan
debris
could upset
the
rods, cause heat
to
and a meltdown to occur.

He said even though the
See
reaNO ©one is
to deal
with this type of technical job if
debris upsets those rods —especially in the case ofa major earthquake,” Welch said.
Livin’ on the fault line
The Little Salmon fault runs

within a few hundred yards of
the reactor.

Scientists have Pgh ast a
major
as
as 8.4
on Ge ichher Seale to occur
sometime on the fault.

Welch said an earthquake

could cause the smokestack deto vent the reactor to col-

lapse onto the containment

num

critical,” he said. “It will prevent
see
a
ik
ae from hapis a big problem
igrun into.”
However, Redwood Alliance,
an environmental watchdog

Srdstheterhapuatr cen.

“No one is prepared to deal with
this type of technical job if debris
upsets those rods — especially in
the case of a major earthquake.”

we

the building co llapses, , d debris could fall into the containment pool and corrupt the fuel
rods.
He also said a condenser that
hangs above the containment
could fall in the event of an

The condenser, approximately

20-feet long, could crush the cas—
therods to supert.

-

“PG&E has never addressed

“Their studies are incomplete

ies are
They are not prepared
for a major earthquake.”

| per

‘aking

Stas

ah caaiiaan

cola

resintieusn
ceooleae

ont the plant loses the normal

Fae pasganeee

demineralized
water circulation
to

fem that could make up the foes
of the entire coolant pool.
The
also has direct
line
from

comanunity. water dis-

major quake, the municipal wa-

said that after the 1992
earthquake, PG&E found cracks

ter lines are often unreliable.

never icoked nshaen

and a disturbance
of the fuel, a

in the smokestack
but they could.
not be sure how long they had
been there.
“When you have an earthquake,
look -at

ee

said.
He said that the stack
was de-

rer underderou thehehavecoment
cement.
there is a big

Slinky.”
y said. “In the
event ae
the stack
is the
least of our worries.”
or said he favors
dry cask
to the containment
pool
they
ve now.
rods would be placed inside a cement cask and monitored.
They could then be moved toa
warehouse where they would
be safe from falling structures
such as the smokestack.
Hesaid
PG&E hasnevermade
more thanacursory
study of dry

In a worst case scenario,
the
plant has a suction line that can
draw water directly from
HumboldtBay, Rigney said.
Rigney
that even in the
event
total loss of coolant
meltdown
would not likely oc-

cur.

“We know pretty accurately
how much heat is generated by
spent fuel,”
said.
“It’s about 60 watts, thermal,”
he said. “Basically you‘re looking at alittle light bulb down
there.
“We did the calculations
and

etme

dent study done
” he said.

—. were within 20 to 40
a
ofthe finalestimationof

d

said,

Celsius,” Rigney

is well below the tem-

sooauutiacend to melt fuel —
about 1,300 degrees.”

See Nukes,
page 20

| DENTISTRY
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS

on purchases of accessories or repairs
(with Student I.D.)
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Nukes——

Headache

seit ag py

© Continued
from page 18

dously, and one of the jobs of a

He said more than 50

stn

eli

ster he wining

Sonificans

ducing
the pain.”
A variety of

migraine eo
“A lot of doctors didn’t really
understand
it,” he said.
Kandus said insurance com-

asa
“Once
he said,
have for

to pay for

-term savings.
i
we learn how to do it,”
“It’s
that we
the rest of our lives.”

Biofeedback brings the coneae migraineur’s life,

“Instead
of allowing the pharSa

sen,

house

to control

cope
ns romalomlegenel
can con-

nigus ysiovea? wh hee.
“There are some
ty want to do

le who
that, and so

don’t seem to do very well
in biofeedback,” Morgan said.

seen toughen

Critics of biofeedback say its
ents

.

t

actual
eaten

feedback, but
ts learn more
Ter bed when they know how

is respond
ending,

ean through the psychology
department next semester.
Kandus and M organ agree
there is a place for drugs in migtaine treatment.

“Amigraineur
suffers tremen-

tive steam from the plant d
Se
cmd onthe
a
populationaround

Week sik edie
es the
form of cancers and other ill-

which recently be-

Nesses prompted political action

fective during an attack.
Sata

their
approved a
bill that would allocate money
for a study on the effects of these

came availble, has proven ef-

eee

Though the injection isexpensive, it is less drastic than anesthesia— formerly
a last resortin

ons Michael Dukemeijian veit.

cy situations.
Other

treatments

i
range
tism to dietary

Welch attributed this veto to
“the lobbying
power of PG&E.”

for

from hypno-

Sundown

For students who come into

the health center|

built because of tough me
Nekhwenaa frat

The beta blockers
are

tae
ol ee
eee

predi

plants
wall
be
shut
at
down
and
renewable

sive compared to biofeed
training, so more students use

the drugs, he said.

dina

there is no poe

t he can

I

andooaeetisieneeit babe

wre

Pee

Ope

ee

eed

Ama

ewdannn
J

asa servic of the

nPriach said the tools a a
gains from the mo
training could be cheaper in the
long run, but “m
most people don’t
think in the long run.”

|

Ask about Holiday
Greeting Cards
from your photos.

LYME DISEASE
Have you been diagnosed with
Lyme Disease in the past 7
years?
Are zou between 18-64 years
old‘
Your participation could aid in
our research.

ron

Yogurt

(With

Monday

Coupon)

Redwood

- Friday 9:30 am to 6pm

Saturday
9:30 am to 5pm

Yo

1573 G Street - 826-7677
Northtown Arcata
(€ over

the

footbridge

)

Good Thru! 1 -17-920ne Coupon Per Customer Please

Please call (707) - 826 - 3573
Dr. Jim Knight
Mr. Thomas Shaffer

London

Neg

a

asi mala
ae

nuclear

California will probably never

comunitted to it, Frisch said.

send people

power

Hoth Rigney and Welchagreed

be ineffective if the patient isn’t

on

nuclear

See

Even the best treatment will

a

on

There are no new

for an-

: They argue that t teaching

Kandus said relaxation is an

said.

wood Alliance also has
claimed the release
of radioac-

phe
beta Shotts
©
block
the receptors
for
noradrenalin, a chemical that
causes dilation of vessels in the
One drug,

etcome
quake,”

in the early

ommend onecourse of treatment
over the others.

important component of bio-

mae

igre only

Coemee putindevtatte hendanbe
re-

not be dismissed
so
lightly.
“No one can really tell what

Stee

.swers to their
lems, Frisch said he doesn’t rec-

laxation etnies alone could
accom)
this at less

_

Welch
with this assessment. He said the chances
for meltdown,
while slim, should

P
sole wndil you can he.
g-

ure out some other way of re-.

bo hak Sia Ea

Prcfeedback
long

© Continued from page 19

Dublin
Madrid
Guatemala

$245°
$265°
$235°

Tokyo

$259°
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Gurtons
By Frank Mina
-ntwined in a web of
neyo and fantasy,
im Burton's “The Nightmare Before Christmas,”
spins a story in Burton's
usual style — the unusual.
A film which harkens

back to the MGM musicals

of the 1940s and holiday
claymation classics. like.
“Frosty

Been

eer,

the Snowman” and

tthe

“The:

Niphonere
tmare

Before Christmas” is one of
the season’s best.

Flim: “Nightmare Before

With
movies _ like
“Beetlejuice,” “Edward
Scissorhands,” “Batman”

Christmas”
Director: Henry Selick
Where: The Movies

and “Batman Returns” un-

Tickets: $6

der his proverbial belt, Burton creates a claymation
wonderworld ne
where Pees are truly two-faced and
the Bl, which to o through mid-death crises.
which took three years to complete ee
from a poem by Burton and ske
dur
his 10 years as an animation apprentice at Disney
The movie

fs around the tale of Jack Skellington,

the pumpkin

of Halloweentown.

As head of
revel ake ie fences) to outst
joe a Sa
Sante the routine. something’s different—

Stuck ina deathly

in his f
which he.
Not

Jack finds his inspiration

a newly found Christmastown,
Ba door to while We
in the woods.
the true feeling
Christmas,

Jack decides to

give

jolly old elf’s job himself.

y Claws” a vacation
and do the

ith new vigor, Jack has Santa Claus kidna
from
preg
pe” fg
gana
ringing good ch ney 3

deer

coffin-sleigh, goes abou

cheer to

a

herdng 24 ampeiyl hr sot yes ge
Denny Semen, frontman for rock
Oingo Boingo,
lends
voice to Jack’s s
. Elfman has done
music for more than five of
‘s movies.
Asin other Burton films, Elfman lends his talents to the

entire musical score of the film, including a rendition of
a
ange Cane
ee see
Se ee
ee Oe

a joyful holiday tune
it is those touches of off-handed
humor, which
is both
we ares ew HW
Degas an ane SE

rons ak

proventenne

pred

wey

ly

ofa

pening

fe

ofa

eae

ape

yma

be

a

PHOTO COURTESY OF TOUCHSTONE PICTURES

Jack Skellington and his rag doll admirer Sally, above, add to the many characters in the stopmotion claymation flim released in time to attract the crowds for the holidays. A trio of trick-orSO
ne
ee
ee
eee
eT
team “atid nen
Claus.
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‘Dazed and Confused’
‘Slacker’ director flashes back to 1976

RP

et

eee

peated

~S

a4.4 a

ae Pn a

ae
ae

“4

ee
wakes

Once the ultimate
fashion faux

pas, bell-bottoms
might cause a
person to redefine their idea of
tasteless
after seeing “Dazed and

Confused”

yearis 1976 and it is the

BA
DLA

ELBE

are the people you

liked, the people you hated and

|

you never understood
Gun
Fin:

ends.
the combination
See
|

Iehcdeouae

-Director Richard Linklater

(“Stacker”) takes us for a fast
ride through a showcase of
bongs, beer and saneese
leaves,
which are seen on
he
ng hh
pga
nt da of choo fora rou of

+

a

""Touewens humorous, the se-

niors embark on their newly

found summer freedom and
raise hell,
the
freshman with
fiers on the
t the Straights

loose and the Loose finally

ose it.

In the tradition of “Slacker,”

Linklater has designed another
film with characters too real to
be anyone other than the stu-

ee

ee ate ofthe

endless
search for joints.

Wooderson
is the high

ae he
the hay day of hghand pi
oe

pose of the movie.
The dynamics of the high .
school social
begin to
unfold as
ter chooses to
follow Randy Pink” Floyd, the
star quarterback, who is beginning to feel more comfortable

handling
a bong than a football.

Pink knows a little bit about
everybody and we meet the
dozen fhe other characters
through Pink.
Slater, probably the most
dazed and confused of all,
stumbles through his historical
philosophies
of
George
Washington's pot-growing
days
and is only interrupted by his

veteran with the Texas
drawl
and hot car who has decided to
remain 18 forever,a
scenario not

too unlike George Lucas’ char-

acter John Milner from “American Graffiti.”
However, character development is too weak to ever feel
anything beyond a casual encounter with the characters or
love for their clothes.
“Dazed and Confused” lacks

the artistic and intellectual
edge

that made “Slacker”
a cult film.

The film is at best entertaining
and somewhat predictable.

However, Linklater delivers ex-

actly what he promises—a
night
to remember.

Name: Linda Benson
Major: Studio Arts
Discipline: Ceramics, painting
and sculpture
Year: Senior
Hometown: Missoula, Mont.
Show: Ceramics, paintings and

pastels in the Karshner Lounge
‘through Nov. 11.
e Favorite aspect of art: “| love things that are colorful
and intricate, but | want everything in my work —
lines, color and form. °
;
eWhat she uses: “! use every kind of glaze out that |

can find. | like the light effects from the glaze.”
e What she hopes fo do: “I'd like to collaborate with
someone
and create something that
has movement.”
e Her thoughts on art: "The work needs to have a
spiritual aspect to speak to people.”
e What she did before art: “| used to be a math
major, which translates into my work. | can under-

stand technical things about my work that other
people can’t.”
eWhot

makes her paintings unique: “My paintings

have fabrics collaged in them, so they are actually

-
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two- and one-half dimentional.”
ePians after graduation: “To set up a studio and go
through the starving artist routine.”
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lridays 4 - Spm
and keep the monogrammed pint glass! All refilis

it

are $2.50 per pint. Come with friends, order
a pitcher

for only $10, and keep 2 monogrammed
pint glasses
...fefills
are just $5 a pitcher.

f3

:

©

!& t Hl
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Every Friday we feature
a Special Premiere Draft Ale
or Beer. Order the pint beer of the night for $3.50

COMING IN DECEMBER
SATURDAY
& SUNDAY
December4th & 5th
10am to 6pm Both Days
SATURDAY
‘Decombert 11th
Details TBA

17th ANNUAL WINTER ARTS FAIR

Fine
As,
handmade
cats,
delidou
radian, body gil, £3 vlton Sa

mete

7th ANNUAL BLACK AND RED BALL
a aaaes fe SO SNAKES, the ubimate
any on ee ne a
ee

_ To charge by phone 923 - 4583 Visa & Mastercard
only

EC

.

When you order the special draft, enjoy our
Happy Hour Appetizer. Special

“Wings, Rings & Fries” (reg. $3) for only $1.50!

by Wet Tompaen
Fl

Ballet Florida
will bring
mance,drama,

Ramee

i

{

a

PRN:

at

ody to HSU thi
Friday. ts
e troupe will
c love s

|

WeUn@en

the

;

’

a

and

Juliet” in the
8 last stop
on its tourof the West Coast.
Staged by Venezuelan ballet
masterand thetroupe’sresident
choreographer . . Vincente

‘

Pitchers of and

ba

ka

ee

Wine w/ Fresh Fruit..$8.00

Pitchers Of Mal Tal’@.....ccecc.ccscsccosssccssessse0 10.75 |

Nebrada, the story comes alive
in response to his latin influ-

Pitchers

of

Pina

COlAdAS........eceseceaseese0020$10.50

@ Order any of — —

ence.
“Romeo and Juliet is a very

FRC

ane oo"

moving production,” Carole
Sheehan said, public relations

coordinator

for the

“Dance

trou

drama to.

“The Big Guys” 22oz’ers

production. It’s beautiful to see
the feeling

in dance.”

Ballet

was foundedby

Anderson
Valley Boont Amber Ale

_ artistic director Marie Hale in
1986. Thereare 10 female and 12
Beach

in Palm

Botan

ane

pany, Boro

years

Coun

ane

Rr

se wh oe
beg
six an
weeks ago

andi thndanmeetiiies
, Coloin Texas, Kansas,
in
tour
its
end
rado and will
Arcata.

“We have definitely expreted A
Sheehan

from “Romeo

oad

and

Juliet,” Ballet Florida has also

performed “A Midsummer
Night's Dream” and “The Nutoe

i

ene celica 020 <A

nO A

A

Mendocino
Red Seal Ale
tour, Ballet Piashde. wal en tas tent
Finishing oe
“Romeo and Juliet” at Van Duzer Theatre.
es
Outreach

“=.

major
‘Lady

we will have four

uctions including
of the Chamilias,’”

Sheehan said.
The dancers work 42 weeks a

for at least 40 hours per

week in the studio.

Aside from the major produc-

tions, Ballet Florida also has

to learn
workshops for children

about dance.
““We have

an Educational
eer

ne

or

drenabout

to teach chil-

“ Sheehan said.

The troupe has received posi-

tive reviews for its version of
“Romeo and Juliet.”
“The reviews have been out-

standing. They have received
standing ovations across the

neces

ace

country,” Sheehan said.
possibil- ,
ity
Outreach

ucatio:
to local el-

ementary schools in the future.
——— ee
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A BENEFIT FOR CENTERARTS

BALLET

) AVID

FLORIDA

IN “ROMEO 6& JULIET”

A special electro/acoustic concert
featuring Hani Naser.

The greatest love story ever told, performed as you've never seen it before.

$5 All Tickets / Van Duzer Theatre

$15 General / $12 HSU Students

fA

;

REGGAE Dele

Van Duzer Theatre

PARTY!

A

eee

Tio

CHINESE MAGIC REVUE

INKA INKA
;

LINDLEY

A breath taking spectacle
featuring the original Chinese
"

reggae band.

Acrobats of Taiwan.

$12 General / $8 Students & Seniors & Children

ONLY $4 FOR HSU STUDENTS!

Van Duzer Theatre

Kate Buchanan
Room

ore
by Hoel Aaa Sf
NAA KAHIDI THEATER
IN "FIRES ON THE WATER’
,

=...
Stunning recreations of
TENE
-AN™.
‘Native American stories and

ys

A\\

legends from members of

( ANSOF p jy
oy

y

Alaska’s Tlingit tribe.
The Works, Arcata & Eureka

$12 General

The New Outdoor Store, Arcata

$8 Students, Seniors,

University Ticket Office, HSU

and Children

&

Van Duzer Theatre

“Featured Brewery — he Month:

INFO CALL

"Anderson Valley Brewery”
: (Boont Amber, Deep Ender Porter, Belks Bitter Ale)
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All You Can Eat Wings $5.95:

THURSDAY 11/4 LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR 9 - 11 s+00Pitchers

FRIDAY115

Sax&Violins

_NOCOVER

_$1,00 COVER
SATURDAY 11/6 SmallFish
SUNDAY 11/7 Happy Hour 3:00 - 5:00 +. cigs 2 iiamboict Grower
Y
DA
TU isES
out and hang
Cu

seeeceaauneaseces

with any 3 pitchers purchased at regular price.
°$1.99 Cheeseburgers during Ha
re

s wing any
winec
11/9 Happy Hour 5-7 ‘°
it on
eietects

your refrigerator!
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No One Under 21 After 9 p.m.#
cuscensccsansenscssonee
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eee
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SPORTS
Wells, Walker
and Smith,
NCAC’s best

beet Be ES.

Out of the fog, into the record book

25

—

By Kevin Murphy
HSU

took all honors last.

weekend

when David Wells

|

was named cross country
coach
of the
and

and Martin Smith
nise

Walker

were

named men’sand women’sath-

letes of the year.
Smith, a senior exercise sci-

ence major, and Walker, a se-

nior majoring in biology, won
ae

e races at the

Smith’s
5
fas
led the men’s team to the conference title
Walker finished first on the

UC Davis course, winning her

first conference title after four

years of dominating the North
Coast

scene. Wells said

named coach of the year
is a reflection of the team, the
award traditionally goes to the
coach with

the best

record.

“We won, I

got it,” he added.

“I put a lot of effort into

‘what goes on, so it’s nice to

HSU field goal kicker,

receive some recognition for
_ Iny efforts,” Wells said.

most field goals made in a season Saturday with this 37yarder in the fourth quarter. De La Flor has three more to

make in the final two games of the season to tle the
conference record. Next week the football team is on the

Raul De La Flor broke the recordfor

NRR NTE

Src

ft

HSU dominates conference championship
- Walker and Smith win individual titles; men’s squad wins the team title
@ Cross country team’s strong
performances make a national
seed look likely.

cross counHsU nearly swept the field in Saturday’s
try conference championship.

The men took the conference
title; the women finished aclose second and HSU runners were the first to

break the tape in both the men’s and women’s races.

Senior Martin Smith finished first among 39 runners

from five schools to lead the men’s team to an 11 point

win
second-place Davis.
On the women’s side, senior Denise Walker won her
first cross country conference championship. Despite

oo Geen , the women’s team narrowly lost to
Smith, an exercise major, finished the 10-kilometer

course in 25:4.1, seven seconds ahead of Davis’ Phil

wa pcte henard and lan Blair finished third and fourth

with David Wasserman

came in 18th to round out the

title,
the race
confidence.

Davis won its 13th consecutive women’s

ve the relatively
young HSU team some
’s third, fourth and fifth runners were

each just two seconds behind their respective Davis
runners.
ee

a

runner, followed closely by HSU’s
ee
Stanislaus
oo
and
.
ih th end 1
to bring the
points
of Davis.
Walker had a different strategy

went off I don’t know what happened. I just bolted,”
Smith said.

Smith said Kilbridge started to close the gap about

hold the
the race but he couldn’t

pace. Smith said it was one of the toughest races he’s
ever ran.
race was closer. Walker finished seven
The women’s
seconds ahead of her Davis counterpart, Suzy Jones,
but she said it was a fight most of the way.
” Coach Dave ells said. “It
“Suzy was a
was a bit closer than I expected.”

than Smith.

“There were two Stanislaus
women

(Erica Greene

and Staci Burton) that took it out really hard and Suzy
Jones took it out rather friskly and I just stayed in

meet).”
Forty seconds afte Jones finished came another Davis

See Conference, page 26

Coach King sees sunny days ahead
in forecast for next volleyball season
here have been through a little more, they haven’t
had
handed tothem,” King said. “That's
not to say all Division I students
have, but here
students are a little more independent.“

@ Volleyball coach has to
adjust to more than just a
change in the climate.

ag ie Oe
she’s noticed
come
the size of the campus and the surrounding community.
eatine peerreene Sunaies ieee

eee

scoring positions.

“(1) intended on going out with the pack for two
miles and then try to break them, but when the gun

Karin Merrit and a
and Davis runners.
Kim Sousa placed
women within nine

because
I knew they were out there
first,”
Walker said. “Thops they realize they did a really
onal
job and that we can even turn it around (at the

h.
John Coxford
sevent

Smith took the lead early in the race and held it

halfway

Although

King said. “Also, there’s not a lot of

sports interests you’re competing with

welcome and familiar

m

sports.”
here eee
job at HSU has
the coaching
King

at HSU July1,
who started
from Sacra- |
to Humboldt County

mento after li

oa

sav

area,

Teaver ieaen

m not

ae
tes
forwedd tot rain,”
eas
ee
er ene
Senay Nt

hadto get used to. Before coming

ee
cueg has

ee

es

oe core pont fe, | fast teat I

pata

looking

oe

that’s a nice

their

For HSU volleyball coach Sharon King, the

recent wave of warm weather has been a

a

:

:

cu

she Sharon King

for tee years at Sacramento State Univer-

a Division
I school.
You geta different type of athlete; kids who come

;

‘nad King

bd willing (6 work-hant
said.
ee
ee
ee
King said one of the things

is seeing her student athletes struggling to

make ends meet when there is nothing she can do
See King, page 26
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Chico State
gO
Hayward Stale 2 1
Sonoma State
1
1
S.F. State
1 2

SEEDS

Am i220 26
375 167 281
.143 132 244
444 190 237

Use Weeks gate:

Sonoma

coats

CONGRATULATIONS
TO
ALL TOP SEEDS FOR THE
UPCOMING INTRAMURAL
TOURNAMENTS!!!
“A” Soccer: THI Humboldt
“B” Soccer: Speedball
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HSU ted Sonoma State 1-1, lost to Sonoma State 3-0

togo

g

otherwise.

That
was the

of scholarships, that

pouion a t Sacramento

Fier

at Hiram

a ara cetera

mento State and began coaching
there after
graduation.
“I knew I wanted to work in
athletic
eee
nr
itself to being active,”
King
said.
“I didn’t just want to workin an
Office. (In coaching) there’s pa-

per work and coaching
and trav_ eling and recruiting—it’s a nice

UC Davis
Sonoma

2

6

S.F. State
Ganeee

:

5
2

3

Chico State

Thurs. Softball: Foul Play

3
7

4060
;

a

62
me

2
7

Ta

7

14

1
90

es
.

=King said she’d like toeventu-

he

ally move into athletic adminis-

500
)

tration.
As far as her first season at

pstaeni ge
o
9
000
3__22___.120
HSU lost eed
3-0, defeated Hayward State 3-0
Stanisiaus
lost to S.F. State 3-1

Congratulations to the winners of the Volleyball Fall Doubled
Coed A: Gary Weaver/Chris Meen Coed B: Jerry Colen/Elaine
Elwick Mens A: Ward
Ww

HSU, King said it’s been “just
ok.” for the nine-member team.
“We've had some
points

UC Davis defeated Sonoma State 3-1, defeated Hayward State 3-0

sinaeeet age:

and some low ones.”

“<= -=<~ 4S" year’s team has nd" se-

Stanislaus af Hayward State

niors, four juniors, two sopho-

HOUde GF, State, 7:20 p.m.

mores, and three freshmen, and

HSU at UC Davie,
7:30 p.m.

oe

Chico Stateat Sonoma State

RECREATION

King

*continued from page 25

Sun. 1:30-4:30pm

contact with them,” Walker
said. Walker took the lead
about two miles into the race
_and then she
Jones on

Basketball - Sun. 10:30-1:15p.m.
Badminton - Sun. 1-3p.m.
Racquetball - Wed-Fri 6-10p.m.

a downhill

.

“On the last mile Ip
on every section and every
turn,” Walker said.

“I kept thinking to myself,
ifyoudon’twantit,she
wants

1993 Intramural Intertube Waterpolo Tournament:

it.”

Sat & Sun, Nov. 6 & 7. Cost: Students
$20 per
team:
members
$30 per team.

Both the men’s and
women’s teams advanced to
the NCAA Division II West-

Deadline
is Nov. 4, 5:00pm. For more info contact

Jaime Lee or Kim Edmonds in the intramural

ern Regionals along with

both Davis teams this Saturday.
Both the men and women

face

competition from

Cal Poly
Luis
The women
also face

“I’m hoping the women
now believe that theycan
beat

|

ingetCal a PolyrealisticSan Lisgoal Oblapo
for us

1993 Superteams Tournament: Sat., Sun.
2
Wednes
November 13,14.
Room 148 in Forbes

ST attend!
For more info
contact the Intramural
Office at
826-6011
or stop

—

Water Aerobics - Studentsare FREE!!!

Non-Students - $1.00. Located:at the HSU

Pool in the Forbes Complex. Hours: Fri.

Davis

a

now. It looks.like there will
be a few teams
forthe

said the number of returnthem out

“T plan to do a lot better than

Conference

Volleyball - Tue. 9-10pm

said.

The team is 5-20 overall.

ipl Ceeesst Gatien Gate

‘by Room 151 in Forbes Complex.

7.

able to
them some assistance,”
King said.
“At Sacramento or any scholarship school, some people
to college who wouldn’t
be ab

since her senior

;

Mon. Softball: Schtumpy
Tue. Softball: Easy Ed’s
Wed. Softball: Mission Impossible

6pm,

P

Johnson High School in Sacramento.
She

Sun. Softball: The Hummers

Nov.
3 at

able to hel

3 | & 3 % 3 4% StatewasKing’sfiretbigjob,but
she said she’s been

“A” Volleyball: Combinations
“B” Volleyball: Spazmz
6 Foot/Under Bask.: Gym Rats
“_B” Basketball: Gym Rats
“C” Basketball: M. Mertens
Women’s Basketball: Above the Rim

Office.

like to be

% 2 Wecouldhelppeoplegetanedu-

“BB” Soccer: Cameroon

!

“I'd

school because they can’t afford
it. People tend to forget that
there’sa positive side to being

:

STANDINGS

creme

¢ Continued
from page 25
forthem

on verge of dopeing. onset

Haywerd State 26° S.F, State 21
CSU Northridge21, Chico State 7

SOCCER

ewig!

PF PA
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King

til roe Past
pln op
who beat her earlier in the
year by one second.
The top three teams and two
individuals from this weekend’s race go on to the national championships.
The men’s team also has to
face Cal Poly SLO and Davis
again
as well as strong teams
from CSU Los ines and
Cal Poly Pomona,
but the team
is planning on going to the
nationals.
“The team is as tight a unit
as it has ever been,” said 5th
runner
John Coxford.
“And we're faster and stron-

ger than we've ever been. It
all comes down to each of us

running
his best race Satur~~

they put in all their efforts, we'll
get
much

said.

good results. That’s
what I live by in life,” she

Team member Jennifer
Yanez,
a liberal studies junior, said that

it’sa

y that has worked

for the team.
“Even though if you looked at
- record, it ey show, we
ve
a lot,” Yanez

said. I think it will be sauch bet

ter next year.”

ells said the Pomona
course will be a disadvan

ps Sp casi on 9
aren’t
to running
eeeoe ee oa: Smith are
00

three in the conference,” King
said. “With a year under our
belts and some additional players I don’t think that’s out of
reach in terms of goals.”
King said her coaching philosophy
is that you get what you
put into
the game.
“If I put in all my efforts and

to go to

national

chemphenship in Riverside
even if the teams don’t make

it.

“Idon’t necessarily want
to go as an individual as
"much, because it feels a lot
better to go as a team where it
- Wasacombined effort,” Smith

Yanez
also said that
the small
number of team members has
allowed the team to become re-

ally close over the course of the

season.

“It’s one of the few teams I’ve

been
on where everybody likes
everybody

on the team,” Yanez

said. “We'reactually pretty good
e.

Mi lurphy, one of the

team’s juniors we is majoring
in
cal education
.
ters,”

e’re totally close, like

hos wanted

y said:“T’ve

a]

a

fal

n ily.”
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_ HSU athletics shine over weekend _
By Jon Chown
Aweekend ve
Mehligied
sage i gong end hi

by the huge

po aon

* country ‘Sali bt the cociiieice
championship.
Coach

Dave Wells was na-

med coach of the year for the
fifth time in his six years of
at HSU.

“He’s by far the best coach
aa ever had,” Pete Chenard

said.

deficit. It looked for an instant
a.
like the record
kick
would also
the Lumber- ~ savesaatarday ere

jack’s chances for a conference
title alive.

Unfotunately,

De La Flor’s

kickoff was returned
for a touchdown.
De La Flor came off the field
at himself.
“Why did I kick it to him?
Aaaiah! Ikicked it right to him.”

By the time he came off the
- field the record seemed bittersweet.

De La Flor breaks record
After his first attempt was
blocked, Rual De La Flor connected from 36 yards out in the
fourth quarter to break the
school record for most field goals
made in a season.
The field goal put the ‘Jacks
ahead 17-16 and capped acomeback from a 16-point halftime

De La Flor said he was more
concernced with the game than
the record.
:
“It feels great,” De La Flor
said with a scowl. “Now: we've
gotto go win the game.
waa Sane ot be able to.
ie Cossac
toscore
another touchdown just before
the two-minute warning to seal
the victory.

helped

‘Jacks to manage

1 tie with Sonoma

”
‘s

neh
a 1-

State.

Sonoma
is now 11-0-1 in con-

breakaway threats singlehandedly, earned him the title
of NCA\
iyer
of the week.
“Unbelievable,” Coach L
Wilks said of Irion's play.
held up under pressure.”
break losing steak
women’s v
team
broke a seven-game
streak with a sweep over CSU
Ha
‘Jacks were led b Nicki
Branch who had 12
in 15
attem
Laura Champ had
eight

Gift of grab
®@

Humboldt’s Rob
Sacramento battie

here at HSU.

The

Smith and Chad Newland of
for the bali in Saturday’s match

Humboldt

rugby

club defeated

Sacramento 42-17 in thelr first match of the season.
Their next game is Saturday at San Jose State.

: -- Sidelines Sports Bar
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$1.25 a Shot!
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TREK 830 - Engineered to

explore your limits - $439.98
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EDITORIAL

, Nov.3, 1993

Ordinance is all wet
Arcatans who felt relief at the ending of the drought may soon
feel a little less welcoming.

The City Council is expected tonight to pass an ordinance that
would establish a fee that all residents, businesses, and non-profit
organizations would have to pay.
The reason: the city’s stormwater drainage system is unable to
handle any significant rainfall because it is too old. Parts of the
system were placed nearly 80 years ago.
Repairing the pipes and updating the system has been low
priority for the city, partly because it wanted the funding for other
areas and partly because the drought made a working drainage
system less important.

Well, the drought’s over, and suddenly the drains are top prior-

ef

4

ity.

The city has to find a way to circumvent the loss of revenue from
a cap on property tax hikes, and it has done so by finding a way to
circumvent taxation all together. By establishing a fee rather than a
tax, the city does not have to receive voter approval. It is literally
charging residents to fund a study to determine how much it will
charge residents in the future.
Homeowners will pay a minimum of $10.75 bianually, and the
rest will pay $.0043 for every square foot of paved and impervious
surface, or surface that doesn’t let the water percolate through.
The Lumberjack does not argue the need for an updated, more
efficient drainage system to aid against potential flooding. But this
problem was ignored for too long, and residents are being asked to
literally pay the price.
The city has already accounted for the money from the “fee” it
has yet to approve into its fiscal budget for next year. This is no one-time fee, and councilmembers acknowledge it
could increase, depending on the final cost of this potentially extensive and expensive renovation program.

3

Concerned residents should attend the final public hearing in the
City Council Chambers tonight and voice their opinions in regard
to this ordinance.
Residents may not be able to stop the ordinance from passing,

but they can let the city know that trust has to be earned, and they

Letters to the editor
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will be watching the actions of the city very closely in the future.

Truth about

war

After reading the article, “War/

Armed forces take all the fun out of it,”
” [must admit I was a bit confused.
I just

This program could take the place of
our current welfare program (military
for people who don’t want to go to
:

don’t understand what part of war
could be considered fun.
Seeman ree oe Sees
”
brains
blown
a
l
over
your
Being
f : ace th your ee

ee
Pil > poed ehag om
How about it
Jason DeSanto
al
junior, business administration

gang-raped

Offi

y a group of

“enemy”

How about taking a piece of shrapnel
in your spinal cord and

lyzed for life?

being para-

War is not fun. It sucks.

It is important to always keep thisin

mind, even when writing satire.
As for the need for “an institution
that can instill pride and respect ... a

Letters policy

included) and provide an alternative

ive ordi

If by everyone letting go of their

differences Sue Williams means letting

go of the $50-$400 quietly, she’s

obviously not using good listening

_ skills.

_ My small business was one of the
first to be detrimentally affected by
Arcata’s bid assessment. Even though

place for those who don’t desire to go _it seems the council will keep their

to some
national

college,” how _ ta
employment

Anyone one applied ate: put to
work doing environmental restoration,

rebuilding
inner cities and other

productive jobs.

preset owe en
t

led by its high
of protest
as well.

wee e

eae

dismissal

Crawdad Nelson

editor, Steelhead Special
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Defining ethnicity

Things change, magic fades

Hyphens stereotype,
discourage unity

By Harry Kassakhian
“

aa

The media, statisticians
and

I'm told to consider myself “Caucasian.”
for myroots, I discovered
“Caucasian” originally referred to the
le of a south eastern European
on
between the
and Black Seas
“Caucasus.” I kid you “ia
not.
Europeans were (incorrectly) thought to have evolved from there. I’m not from
Caucasus,
so where am I from?
I was born in Oakland, aime
northern California, my
ts
in other status. Bikesd-on that, could
still only call myselfan “American.”
has oot

ompe

iantiidend, Ca

in

y, Baly
urhabive ites
else. Sh
d I call myself
a EuropeanAmerican? It’s a sa’
term and
technically accurate. On job
applications I can just fill in “other”
“
for my
ethnic ori
Something still troubles
a
Just how far back am I supposed to
inspectmy roots?
The big-brained
people tell me the human race evolved
“laahape
a
sense I could call m myself
an African-American. That might upset
some people, but it is, n

’

true.

Othet pedple’ afén’t coriéernedl ‘only
with ethnic origin. “Womyn” are no
longer “women” because our language
is male-oriented.
We also have to say “visually” instead of “blind.”
“disabled” aren’t “handicapped” and
the “mentally challenged” are no
I
“retarded. r
old terms are accurate descriptions. No one should feel shame being
referred to by those names.
have
become

|

remarks

the Politically

“From now on, the
world i is to refer to
me as a
‘heterosexual brownhaired green-eyed
light-complexioned
big-eared chickenand-turkey-eating

Humboldt County had what I call

the “unspoken
on.” It was
on a trail in Trinidad in a
single smile. It was a Quaker knocking off 50 cents for a burrito because
a buck was all you had.
,

junk food-avoiding

economically

unstable Barney- ~—
hating pizza-loving Pepsi-drinking non- .

Town play “For What it’s Worth”on
an acoustic guitar.

But country bluegrass gaveway to
the too-long welfare lines,

brand new carsdrove
ful Dead” stickerson

impaired EuropeanAmerican.”

economically

unstable

Why
tsa teeofoglimacyt
Bow getting
re ridiculous.
ene
et Se

do we |
ee

Does it inal a sense
of pride

Bose it hump us into groups? Does it eeotype us? Does it promote separate
to be the decade of the Hyphenated American.
Se
ee oe ene
ee
, we cannot systematically
a pie and placing the piapne on differant
it promotes tension.

, but wi

Searching for your roots is fine. Honoring diversi:

Ore toretathire ( ethnic history is pce

ee

oily fd aah

eee

ere

people
race
new terminolPE ueeran,
ogy for peoplefe pla
place's sense of shame over their heads Thus, Is
feel
being “white,” and have to be a “European-American” or ma
even
"Plea

comcnw

dow

not promot unity Am I wrong in assuming unity is

apace snd concnnrateon what tcl each th, na
pee

wl

Jones is a journalism junior.

al Pelletier

indifference infringing
on

its borders?”
The widescreen
TV’s shadow iscast

over the redwood curtain.
..
here are beliefs
in the world,

that darkness
and light are al
ways in balance.
p
On Riverside
road in Los Angeles,
the kids planted a green ivy vine. It
now covers the whole freeway over, the pillars under the siay ute
pon

rayne

3

te cade

rap is replaced by a “toas
about“ Gettingit together.”

It’s 101 degrees in L.A., th

Margin doa on
has a peace sign.

California € yislators

What's my
my te
po
People shouldn't be so concerned about whatto call them-

rp

with“Grate-

world with its mess of

talking

sehen tener

.

Things change. —

Kassakhian is a journalism aiesinamendl meek.

ener ons piasetoving Peon driahing ton-omiicen soaihiceaael Euro-

Don’t re

crime

but still you’d see someone in Old

smoking math-

junk food-avoiding

om

thought, “This place can’t be real.

ee

Eureka seemed more Si

only after

ness and discrimination?

future that could‘ve
been.
When I first arrived here in ‘89, I

tana rena

houses areassembled from pre-packaged components) blasting the
Brothers live 1970 album?

With

snaps epee

lywood

room in a Victorian
house (in SoCal

aged out

no revelinie to. start and no sympaab
theticearsto
,lonely

bos (which is also

beteeea

when
the mills

closed and the trees were cut and the
“Temas
wegen an mene
sha Mires
-city

and wanes into a two-lane road past
trees older than America.
Humboldt County seemed the
most hidden placein America. Where
else would a stranger quote the TaoTe
? Where else would you
walkin the rain and see a warmly lit

will it stop? Not with me, ° at’s for sure. From now of, the world is to

This wave of f
pipe ti
background?

pont sey

ares

Correct Police decided -

eared chicken-and

nowhere to turn. Woody Guthrie, you
should’ve
been here tosinga ballad of

den
caper the
tisk odpeae: at San Rafael and now
Santa Rosa, you could see a hitchhiker who wouaite afraid of
the eight

Anes

voice of an
t German
with a feel
town
hears his voice. The towns of

what

killed. ae

denen

Piscemaat

n the “real” world no one says
scaiie veldiedie donee ae
public relations instead of
Dress
ly to
Gee

ied

refer to me as a “heterosexual brown-haired green -eyed light-complexioned big- .

plates. That’s

Thomas

(a novel set in

umboldt County)

at large have branded
me a “white.” I am

not white. I’m a sort of slightly-pinkinsh,
pale chalk color. There is no Crayola
Crayon
to describe me.

eee ent»

t
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hace

travelers..

By Andrew Jones
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FOR SALE

NOTICES

X-MAS IS COMING—buy your
son/daughter/self the perfect
gift—IBM XT clone, 640K ram,

WILL CARETAKE YOUR
PROPERTY. Winter, spring, ?

20 MG HD., 360K floppy,
monocrome monitor. printer, all

Verifiable references.

for $300.

KAYAKS—

et

ez

yrs. old? Your experience can
help our research.

with cables,

manual,

822-1386 for more information.

LOST
LOST: Books, Norton Anthology of British Lit. & American
Lit. Near Gist Hall. Give ‘em
back or I'll unleash my attack

room.
3 bdrm apt: $625.
Rooms: $200-$300.
Super
clean, large & quiet. HSU: 15
minutes by bike, 23 minutes by

Il,

2000+

bus.

basketball goal w/

4854 Valley East.

5491.

hoop, $20. 839-8213 evenings

ferret on you!
ASAP.

Greeks

839-

ters. 0% financing. Rentals.
Free demo.
Opportunity for
financial independence.

PUT

YOUR

PRICE
$2/25 words. Place
your ad at the University Ticket
Office by 4 p.m.

Start

your own business $5, JAY,
822-9268.

POT
<

ee

HENDERSON
STREET
WORD PROCESSING, for all
443-6128.

3/16

THRILLS
horse-

Beach-individuals,

groups,

parties—excellent rates, terrific
horses—also, mountain horsepacking adventures in the Trin-

Every Tuesday,
7 p.m.

ity Alps Wilderness—any riding
level OK-839-4946, 839-4615.

T-

SHIRT just for calling. 1800-932-0528, ext. 76...

$5/25 words, special student
rate $2/25 words!

yourself! And
a FREE

TUESDAY
EVENING
REPORT

yourtyping needs. Phone (707)

University Ticket Office.

Tape replay at 9 &.1]p.m.

Cable Channel

Just

Produced by
HSU journalism students

ex
special

sale and
order items

SRD & C STREETS, EUREKA

MANAG

Quality Service * Affordable Prices

4

a

12

STUDENTS:
10% OFF
ALL IMPORT
PARTS

Ly

wee
i

ree 800-427-6838

TimBell
ing
Special

$175.°* parts & labor >

Z

AVTOMOTI VE
loaner bikes avaliable.

Oe

“dBase” programs for your
special school and business
needs, without buying software.
826-2968- Sway.
12/8

PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED
AD by 4 p.m. Fridays at the

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!
e VISA
¢ MASTERCARD
¢ DISCOVER

& Clubs

your fraternity, sorority &
Club.
Plus $1,000 for

CAN

COMPUTER SERVICES all
aspects. Affordable, flexible,
reliable.
We write custom

SEAHORSES—Enjoy

words or SPECIAL STUDENT

YOU

SAGE HERE for just $5/25

SERVICES

back riding on beautiful Clam

MES-

PERSONALS

Certified Multi-Pure Water Fil-

Return to UPD

RAISE
UP TO
$1,000 IN JUST
ONE WEEK! For

and weekends.

LOWEST PRICE.
NEW,
GUARANTEED. California

Experience wel-

comed, but not necessary. Call

friends to go in on an apart
ment off-campus, or rent a

sheets paper, $275 OBO. Also,
fiberglass

important part of a growing or-

NEED SOME SPACE? TIRED
OF JOLLY FOOD? Or just
want to get away? Get your

ested? Call 826-9443, Wendy.

pubescent beauty rituals for
documentary film.
Whose
beauty did you admire’and try
to emulate? Call 829-2249.

ganization.

FOR RENT

Women'sclothingfor sale. Two
Gore-tex ski jackets s/m.. and
two pairs of ski pants. . Inter-

IMAGEWRITER

Please call

Dr. Jim Knight, 826-3573. 128

SKI SEASON! Are you ready?

$4,000+/mo. teaching basic

FACULTY OR STAFF MENBER WANTED as an adviser
for a local sorority. Become an

and are you between 18 & 64

age deals and discounts for
students taking kayaking
classes. Financing available.
826-0110.

WOMEN IN THEIR 20’S WITH
HUMOROUS STORIES about

languages req. For info. call:
(206)632-1146 ext. J6047.

HAVE YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH LYME DISEASE in the last seven years,

WANTED

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT—make up to $2,000conversational English in Japan. Taiwan or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian

Eve & weekends, 826-2071.

starting at $295.
Paddles,
lifejackets, sprayskirts, drytops, helmets, etc...highest
quality, lowest prices. Pack-

APPLE

Karen.

Messages: M-Fday, 826-7759.

442-1872 msg.

WHITEWATER

OPPORTUNITIE.:
camper.

Have

only.

Board

New starting at $485, used

SOS

___CLASSIFIED __
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Have you overlooked one very

important factory service for
—-

apenas

yey

model

co ee STTO |_| ssttaramaegenare eeraues

High Quality Bulk
ners Spices & Teas
also featuring:
eCandlies & ince:
eNatural sham
a

1068 | Street, Arcata e

822-6296

(betwe
10then
Monday-Saturday 10-6e&11Sunday

Safety
Numbers

11-6

sepepemeemeeeeemenmeereeeneeeeeneeenseneee

in

Escort

Service

(

a

[ 826-3456

|

Paintings:

p.m. More informationis
ble
at 826-4149.
availa

will exhibit her work
in the Karshner
are 8 a.m.to 11 p.m.

eLive Western Music:

More information is

The Roadmaster’s

available at 826-4149.
Lynden

Holmes

will

exhibit her photograLounge. Gallery hours .

are 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

ble
at 826-4149...
availa
Music

eFolkrock: The River
Recks at Eli's, Second
- St, Old Town Eureka.

;

Inn,

infor-

More

9 p.m.

mation is available at

eBenefit Concert: The

ute
for Preparatory
Instit

re
of chamber
a mixtu

music for voice, piano,

- p.m. at the HSU soccer

strings, winds, percus-

field. More informationis
available at 826-3631.
eFootball: Lumberjacks

More
' gion and guitar.
information is available
at 442-0278.

More informationis

eWomen’s Volleyball:

available at 441-9318.

Lumberjacks

:

at Cal State Hayward, 1
. p.m. More

at San

Francisco State, 7:30
p.m. More informationis
available at 826-3631.

Dance

Dance

p.m. More information is

eDance Project :“g

Ballet:

available at 826-3631.

:
4

Thursday

Left Feet Dance

CSU

series of concerts

Ballet

More informationis

formed by local

“Romeo and

oMen’s and Women's

mation.ie avalible at

in Van...
Sp.m. t,”
- Julie

Duzer Theater. More~

available
is tion
informa

-

~

Pomona. More informa-

eVideoconference:

The Society for Profee-

eMusical

Workshop: The Natural

3631.

s
will
sional Journalist

History Museum pre-

Music

phy media conference.

Michael Files who will

children on musical

instruments from

made
nd
the world
arou

” will be held
in Gist Hall 225 at 5

pn tor neematin

p.m. More information

‘lieary sooty

es in
of Gender”
“Iseu

D.H. Lawrence's “The

ae

Instrument

Et Cetera

| Put a little song or two

| INtO your daily routine
At least give the Humboldt Chorale

and University Singers a little time
to do so November 14.

available at 822-4829.
n

Let the 150-member
Humboldt Chorale sweep _

5 :

ee

MG

you off your feet and
HSU’s
seat in a
into.

Van Duzer
John

| ore “veeroe of

University ner. 62

- Foyer Gallery. Gallery.

finest voices, to pesvie 64 ge

, hours are8am.toll

p.m. More tatematipet

From Nature: A °

hands-on workshop for

sents ethnomusicologist

More information is
Friday

p.m. More information is
available at 826-3531.

Regionals meet in

e
at 826tion te availabl

Et Cetera -

host a free photogra-

available
at 839-8709.

y: Lumber-.

at 826-3928.

to forget life’s little pressures witli choral
~ | excuse
} selections ranging from

ene

oes

ae

to show tunes.
er

a

ae

Ridge. West Ridge and
Coastal
Trail Loop, 8:30

a.m. More information
is.

Czose.Counts
‘jacks at NCAA Il West

826-7416.

Et Cetera

Ec Cetera

Hayward, noon.

presents

disaéera, Waaktalee-

Museum. More information is available at 8264479.

*Boccer: Lumberjacks at

See

Project” presents

_-+—choseographers and

More informationis
available
at 826-3631.

the Natural History

informationis

at 826-3631.
ble
availa
eWomen's Volleyball:
aac ave

from natural materials at

ia

6th & H « Arcata
© Holiday Party Specials
¢ Team Specials

LARGE PIZZA

FOR

¢ Fundraisers
¢ Award Banquets

¢ Company Parties
¢ Delivery to Large Groups

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

PEPPERONI
BLOW-OUT!
Large Pepperoni

PRICES ROLLED BACK

THE PRICE

OF A

$3.95

MEDIUM

Pizza

$8.00

=

FREE SODA!
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